
with a knife. She merely
i Stmnk.

o boarded his four chil-

ising shortage, susuined
attention. He said Mrs.

ore Junk

ill's Purse
nd suspenders, silverware

it but not leasN-60 silver

which were carried in

• sacks.

man said he had been
ig over the country hold-

igious services. He was ar-

at Northwest Highway and
i Radio Patrolmen Gilley
>wler and was being held
'estigation by immigration
ties.

man said the couple discussed

"disposing" of Mar> Jane when
Mrs. Meddlin—separated from her
husband—entered a hospital In
Grants Pass as "Mrs. Gilreath"

to have her third child.

"There were too many kids
around," Sergeant B o r g m a n

quoted Gilreath.

Mary Jane was found uncon
scious in a clump of bushes at

Weed. Cal., early on June 18—her
eyes blackened, her body covered
with bruises, and her left arm

temporarily useless from a beat

ing- ^^___

Torn to naruey on rase *■ n-

THE WEATHER
iBr UM IUM W»«biT Kama).
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Maiden Flight

June 28.—Fort Worth and Vi
cinity—Fair Thursday, Thursday
night and Friday, except for early

morning cloudiness. Continued
warm with highest temperature

each afternoon in mid 90s and
lowest Thursday njght in mid 70s.

Sunrise, 5:28: sunset. 7:41 '
Maximum precipitation this date,

2.31 inches in 1928.

Maximum temperature this date,'

107 in 1918: minimum. 60 in 1928.
Maximum temperature Wednes

day, 92: minimum, 68.

West Texas (West of the 100th!

SEATTLE. June 25 (INS) —
The Army Air Forces newest and
fastest bomber, the Boeing-built
B-30. successfully completed a
maiden flight of one hour and 38
'minutes.

The huge bomber was set down
gently in a perfect, landing at
Seattle's King'County Airport at

13:23 p. m. (PST).

I Boeing Test Pilot A. Elliott Mer
rill and his crew of six men said
the big plane worked "so per*
fectly we took her up to 10.OW
feet and even made functiooal

flight tests."

Mrs. Roosevelt Not

In Social Register

does not appear in the summer important temperature
edition of the social register, is ;£•„„". ^
sued Wednesday. Last summers

issue listed her as living at the
Roosevelt Estate in Hyde Park.

Mrs. Roosevelt's name is the

in Texarkanas

king Merger
ARKANA, June 25 (INS).

steps toward abolishing

ate tine between Texar-

Texas, and Texarkana

tas, had been taken Wednes-

the joint activities commit-

the Texarkana Chamber

amerce.

committee voted to appoint

icommittee consisting of

h f T

second of her family to disappear afternoon thundershowers; no im
from the register. Elliott Roosevelt portant temperature changes: mod
was dropped when he wed his erate to occasionally fresh south
third wife. Actress Fay Emerson.'caBterly winds on the coast

PILOT STICKS TO TALE

DALLAS. June 23 (INS).—
Maintenance workers for Branjfl

East Texas (East of the 100th International Airways Wednesday^
meridian)—Partly cloudy Thurs- won an 11-cent-an-hour pay bow*
day and Friday with scattered under a contract signed ir Dallas

1 ... - :_ hy tne company and th» Unite*

Automobile Workers Union. The
agreement covers Dallas and 28

other Braniff installations.

changes.

Nine 'Aircraft' Hying at L200 MPH
Near Ml. Rainier Reported by Flier

lid A flh »^ctjdl hi,' J"'!™"0" ?'L^JPENDLETON. Or... June 23 feet altitude. A fl«h •»PENDLETON. Ore.. June Z3

(>P>._Nine ahiny objects flying at
200 il h e the coast

leet annum. «"•»" m /p

sunshine brought them U> his

tention and for a. •ecoindh!

and

srs of the bars of Texas 1,200 miles an hour over the coast ienuun ■•« "".■■"■-"-L.^ihle-'he'said

rkansas ta draft a prelim-j rang. ^ ^^^^^^^X\^7,^ZT | It Ik 142 minutes. Arnold
amendment to the »•«». Ulwrt what^^^^^^^^X^^^tA^, ^^tK^. adding that after h.
, of, Texas and Arkansas to| ™**. "«J«a^u,"ne flight over1 hi, plane, thinking it might have! landed, he got out a map andby
the two Texarkanas to be- ne »won« routine mgni over, >y reflection, but he still I triangulation figured the speed

a joint municipality. wMh|th«mounUinj. Wedne8-'"w ulem with the window down, of the •objects" at 1.200 nulo
layor and one set of city n - - ■• •-■ ■ ■ »n hn"r '

Is.
e preliminary

day night while fellow pilot*. Arnold continued.
openly scoffed at his report and! They flew with a peculiar dip-
.l_~_«. ._i^ ik.v ViaA nn ox- nins motion, "like a fish flipping

an hour.
"I might have missed a second

or two in my timing, but the
near 1.200

righU under the plan 'them "aircraft"—flying at 10,000,ed flying north. He glanced 1

Bluebeam
Typewritten Text
Star-Telegram, 6/26/1947

Bluebeam
Typewritten Text

Bluebeam
Typewritten Text

Bluebeam
Typewritten Text
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THURSDAY. JUNE 26. 1947. HIS

Clocked 'Something' at 1200 M. P. H.

Plane passenger Says He Saw Nine Mystery Objects

in West—Army and CAA Skeptical.

Pendleton, Ore., June 26 (A.
P.).—Army and CAA spokesmen

expressed skepticism today over

a report of nine mysterious ob
jects—big at. airplanes—whizzing

over western Washington at 1,200

miles an hour. •

Kenneth Arnold, a Boise, Idaho,
business man, clung, however, to

his story of the shiny, flat ob

jects, each as big as a DC-4 pas

senger plane, racing over Wash

ington's Cascade Mountains with
(4 peculiar weaving motion like

he tail of a kite.

An Army spokesman in Wash

ington, D. C, commented. "As
rar as we know, nothing flies that

rast except a V-2 rocket, which

iravels at about 3,500 miles an

iout—and that's too fast to be

m" He added that -the V-2
>ckets would not resemble the

ijects reported by Arnold, and

t no high-speed experimental

sts were being made in the area

■here11 Arnold said the objects
ere.

A' Civil Aeronautics Adminis

tration inspector in Portland,
Ore., added: "I rather doubt that

anything would be traveling that

fast."

Arnold, who described the ob

jects as flat like a pie pan and

so shiny they reflected the sun

like a mirror, said that he was

flying east at 2:59 P. M. two days

ago toward Mount Rainier when

they appeared directly in front

of him twenty-five to thirty miles
away at 10,000 feet altitude.

By his plane's clock he timed

them 'at 1"42 minutes for the
forty-seven miles from Mount

Rainier to Mount Adams, Arnold

said, adding that he later figured

by tnangulation that their speed

was 1,200-miles-an-hour.

"I could be wrong by 200 or

300 miles an hour," he admitted,

"but I know I never saw any

thing so fast."

He said that at first he thought
that they were geese, but quickly

saw they were too big. ,The,plane

piloL.rgpqtted nothing'unusual

sighted. Then.Arnold said thai
he thought of jet planes anc

started to clock' them, "but theii
motion was wrong for jet jobs.'

"I guess I don't know what

they were-^unless they weijE

guided missiles," said Arnold.
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Chicago Times, Friday, June 27, 1947 - p. 2:

PIEPANS IN THE SKY

Those huge shining "piepans11 that race across the sky—the ones that, science

says aren't there—have been seen again. The latest report came from a railroad

engineer at Joliet, and his friends and neighbors claim he never told a tall story

in his life.

He saw them "just as plain," said Charles Kastl, 267 Webster, Joliet, at

1:50 p»m« Tuesday (6/24) in the eastern sky. There were nine of them, exactly

as reported by a private pilot over the Cascade mountains in Washington state,

Kastl said.

He saw them on the same day as the pilot, Kenneth Arnold, who said the discs—

"big as a DC-4 airplanes, shining like mirrors, and weaving like the tail of a

kite"—were going 1200 miles an hour. Such a speed would bring them over Joliet

in jet time.

Engineer Kastl said they were whizzing along 0 or 10 miles east of Joliet, •

headed south. He gave their speed as "going very fast" and their size as "not

very large," being a cautious man not given to rash estimates. Kastl has perfect

eyesight, not impaired by 14 years peering out on tracks ahead of S. J. & S. trains.

"When he sees a thing, he sees it and he doesn't say so if he doesn't," a

neighbor declared. Somebody got up the courage to ask Kastl, a stern man, if he

might have seen (the saucers) as a result of—ahem, er—refreshment.

"I was on my way to work, and you know a railroad man never touches the stuff

on or before duty hours," Kastl replied.



June 24, 1947 - 10 miles south of Mineral, Wash. - About 5 p.m.

Sydney B.' Gal1agher, of Centralia, Washington, was working 10 miles s^h°^

The time coincided with Arnold's report. &T oBJS. fteW Hc^TH-

From an unidentified clipping in the USAF Files on Kenneth Arnold.



Portland Oregon Journal, Friday, June 27, 19^7 - P« 8*

SALEM WOMAN SIGHTED DISCS

Salem, June 27 (From the Salem Bureau of the Journal)— (Mrs.
Dennis Howell's sighting of an object on 6/24 between 5 and 5 p.m.-

see Salem paper for details.)



OP

(Mrs. Dennis Howell's report of 6/24, in Salem, Oregon—see elsewhere.)

A Yakima woman, Mrs. Ethel V/heelhouse, also reported sighting the "What- *"] |
zits" on Tuesday afternoon (6/24). They sped so fast she could not count them

and (they) abruptly disappeared, she said.



Salem Oregon Statesman, Friday, June 27, 1947 - p. 1:

'FLYING DISOS' SIGHTED AT SALEM. . .

A Salem woman Thursday added her story to the many. ... Mrs. Dennis
Ho well, who lives at the Veterans' Housing colony in southeastern Salem, re

ports she saw a bright, shiny object tumbling along in the sky between 5 and
5 p.m. on Tuesday (6/24). She said she thought no more about the sighting

until reading of (Kenneth Arnold's report of the same date).
Mrs. Howell said she saw only one silvery object, traveling very high,

and moving south steadily (as it tumbled, one supposes—trb) at a moderate

rate of speed.



George Clover, of Bellingham, saw three of the discs when he looked up

while rebuilding his house on Tuesday morning (6/24) (at 10:00 o'clock. He
described them as "kite-shaped," and said they hurtled straight over head on
a southerly course toward Seattle "real fast." He thought at first they were

jets "because they didn't sound like gas engines," although he could make out
no wings. With him was Mrs. Clover.)

32- 6

(Recap of the Kenneth Arnold report near Mt. Rainier on 6/24—see elsewhere.)

The Seattle Po st-Intelligencer

Saturday, June 28, 1947 Page 1

Medical Men Explain Flying Disks — Claptrap about spots before the eyes,
carried over to page 4, col. 4.

Article concludes with roundup, here paraphrased»

George Glover, Bellingham, in a report yesterday (67^, said he

was rebuilding his house, looked up in sky and saw shiny objects shajifid.
like kites hurtling toward Seattle—no wings, traveling "real fast."
His wife also saw the objects. f

*. j
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Kansas City (Mo.) Times, Sat., June 28, 19^7 - p. 1J:

LONEJACK MAN REPORTS SEEING DISCS WITH TAILS OP VAPOR

Seven or eight of the mysterious platter-iikashaped objects recently

reported in various parts of the nation made their appearance over Lonejack

(Mo.) last Tuesday afternoon (6/24), according to Lester Swingleson, who lives
two miles northwest of Lonejack on U.S. Highway 50.

Mr. Swingleson, an electrician at the Sheffield Steel Corp., said the

objects were extremely high and passed from horizon to horizon in a few sec

onds. He had not reported them until he read of similar phenomena in other

parts of the United States.

Mrs. Wilma Swingleson, his wife, saw them,,as did two daughters of Harold

Coy, a neighbor, Swingleson said.

The objects came over Lonejack from the southeast on a course that would

have taken them over Kansas City. White vapor trails streamed from each of

them, he added.

Lonejack is about y> miles southeast of Kansas City.



Charles Kastl, 60, a railroad engineer of Joliet, Illinois, said he spotted
about nine" of the things 50 minutes alter the time reported by Arnold (wrong:

seen at 1:^0 p.m., Central Time—see Chicago .Sun, 6/27 for additional details) as
he walked along a highway Tuesday afternoon (6/24).

That means that if Arnold and Kastl saw the same objects, the discs must

have covered the distance from Seattle to Chicago—about 200 miles—in 50 minutes.
(At 1:50 Central Time, it was 1115Q Pacific Time. Since Arnold's discs were seen
at ^ p.m. Pacific Time, they had three hours and ten minutes to get *»*Joliet.)

Kastl said he saw a string of flat, circular objects going "faster than any
plane I ever saw" about 10 or 12 miles east of Joliet.

"I could see no connecting link between them," he said, "but they acted as
though the leading disc had a motor in it to power the others, because when it
flipped, the others would, too. When it would right itself, the others would
right themselves."

Kaatl said he "didn't think about" the incident, except to tell his wife,
until Arnold reported seeing the objects.



Spokane Daily Chronicle, Saturday, June 28, 1947, page 2, col. 4i

From AP item datelined White Sands Proving Grounds, commencing with

Turner's comment that "meteorites" were bigger and lower than usual.

Round-up continues: ~5fc

Charles Kastl, 60-year-old railroad engineerm of Joliet, Illinois*

said he spotted about nine of the (discs) as he walked along a highway at

1:50 p.m. (CST) on Tuesday* (6/24).
That means they must have covered the distance from Seattle to Chicago—

about 2000 miles—in three hours and 10 minutes (referring to the previously

mentioned Arnold sighting at 5 P»m« saw© day)*
Kastl said he saw a string of flat* circular objects going "faster than

any planes I ever saw," about" 10 to 12~miles east of Joliet. They were flying

at about 4000 feet high going north to south.

"I could see no connecting link between them but they acted as though the

leading disk had a motor in it^o^Bower the others, because when it flipped
.\—r~-r-ir-rr—■.■**-1~ -r~~~"Tsrrr"~T^" would

themselves.

W. I. Davenport, Kansas City report of June 25—nine disks. jW H^

Cedar City, Utah report by three aeronautical experts—see elsewhere.
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Portland Oregonian, Sunday, June 29» 1947 - p. 26«

DISCS LABLED NAVY PLANES

(Portland man Bays answer to flying saucers seen by Arnold and

others is Navy's XF5U-1, "Flapjack;" Lt. Ool. Harold Turner, White

Sands, says they're circular jet pfcpss tail pipes; Col. Carl Spaatz:

The Army has no aircraft that could fit description of discs; it is

not the flying wing.)

(Clyde Homan report, Woodland, Washington, 6/27—see Journal)

Robert W. Hubach, 587 North Portland blvd., a lookout for the

forest service, said Saturday that he saw "some shiny, silver objects

that didn't look like airplanes" while he was on duty.
"I was on lookout at Diamond Gap, near Salmon, Washington,

Tuesday (6/24) when I heard an airplane. It was black. While I

watched it I saw flashes in the distance quite high, up in the east.

They seemed to be going in a straight line and I heard a strange noise,

higher pitched than an airplane makes," he declared.

Hubach, who said he had not seen a newspaper from the time he

strated his lookout watch Monday until Saturday, said he believed that

the objects were a new type of airplane being tested.

"They did not look like a flying wing," he explained.

Sunday, June 29, 1947

Page 24t Statements about XF^O-l (Flying Pancake), other explanations.

Robert W. Hubach, 587 N. Portland blvd., saw some shiny, silver

objects while on duty with the forest patrol at Salmon,

on Tuesday (6/24). Attention caught by a black plane overTiead7r
saw flashes very high up which did not look like planes; straight

line flight, noise higher-pitched thanjalanes.
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Sacramento Union, Wed., July 2, 1947 - p. 7:

FLYING DISCS. . .REPORTED OVER ROSEVILLE AREA

im1, S°8,^Vllle~" * ' *F1ying discs. . .were seen (recently) over Roseville, Mrs,
Viola M. V/endt, of 512 Hill Avenue, Roseville, said yesterday.

She reports she saw the disc/on June 24 or 25, between 5:50 and 6:50 p.m.
Mrs. Wendt gave it no particular thought, she said, at the time, until she refcd
newspaper accounts (of other reports).

"It was about two miles south of Roseville and traveling northwest," she
said. Mrs. Wendt claimed it turned and dipped, "causing a bright reflection,
but it did not seem to be traveling ab an undue speed."

The observer noted that akfc the altitude was about 10,000 feet.
"I saw it for only a couple of minutes, then it disappeared, and I was

unable to locate it again," she reported.

No sound was noticed by Mrs. Wendt, but it may have been due to kh an
airplane flying low overhead at the time.
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Portland Oregon Journal, Friday, July 4, 19^7 - p. 2t

RICHLAND MAN SAW ARNOLD'S FORMATION

Rich/land, Wash., July 4— A Richland, Washington resident

has come to the rescue of Kenneth Arnold. . . .
L. G. Bernier, in a letter to the Journal, said he saw three

of the strange objects over Richland on the same day Arnold saw
his formation of nine (6/24). He believes the three were part of

the larger formation. .

Bernier claims he saw the objects "almost edgewise1 flying

in the direction of Mt. Rainier (northwesterly), about one-half
hour before Arnold (about 2O0 p.m.).

"I have seen a P-58 appear. • .on one horizon and then gone

to the other horizon in no time at all, but these discs were cer

tainly traveling faster than any P-J8. No doubt Mr. Arnold saw
them just a few minutes or seconds later, according to their speed,

Bernier wrote.
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Norfolk (Va.) Ledger-Dispatch. Tuwb., July 8,

CAROLINA SAW SAUCER FIRST

\ovi

Gatesville, N.C., July 8— First reports were given here today

of a flying saucer which appeared over the north end of Gates County two

weeks ago, even before the first ones were observed on the west coast.

T. H. Riddick, of near Whaleyville, Virginia, told a reporter today

that a Negro tenant, Bill Rogars, rushed into his house June 24 at about

11 a.m. to report a round, glittering object traveling very high at a

rapid rate of speed.

Rogar^ flying saucer differed from later reports in that the sound
Not in of a motor was distinctly hoard, though not resembling an airplane engine.

Report Riddiek said that members of his family also heard the motor, but that

when they went outside the house the object apparently had disappeared.

They did not see it.

Rogars, Riddick said, was working in the field when the object

attracted his attention. It first passed behind a cloud. Rogars watched

it until it disappeared behind another. The object was strange enough to

excite Rogars to the extent that he notified Riddick.

Rogars1 flying saucer resembles others reported throughout the nation
in that it was round and shiny, flying very high, and quite fast* It dif

fered In that a motor was heard at the same time.

V
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Kenneth Arnold believes in "saucers"—but thinks Jhey may be organisms from outer? space
L O YOU believe in flying saucers* Do you

think there really u something flitting

around our skies—something strange'and

weird that darts in and out of human sight at

tremendous awesome speed*

■ -«>»- Kenneth Arnold does But he doesn t simply

believe in them Hes convinced that saucers do

exist—and that they are the greatest aeronauti

cal mystery of all time

Arnold is the man whose description 12 years

ago of nine objects he saw in the sky over the

Cascade mountains in Washington gave birth to

the term flying saucers

He watched those objects from his private

plane at 9200 feet altitude for about two minutes

on the afternoon of June 24 1947 Flying in for

mation the objects fluttered and sailed darting

in__and~but around the high peaks between Mt

Adams and Mt Rainier at a speed Arnold calcu

lated later to be more than 1700 miles an hour

Arnold thought the objects must be some new

military type aircraft of the United States Or

perhaps missiles And he marveled at the amaz

ing things aeronautical engineers were putting

into the air

He landed at Yakima W ash and told what he

had seen His next stop was Pendleton Ore and

a crowd was waiting for him Pilots and news

papermen

What did those things fly like someone

asked

Oh they flew-like a saucer would if you

skipped it across the water Arnold replied

And the next day in newspapers around the

world the nine objects that Arnold had seen be

came flying saucers

They weren t new military aircraft or mis

siles of the U S either Arnold says

Arnold is 42 now He lives at Boise Idaho and

— is president and general manager of the Solar X

Corp a small business organization devoted to

aerial exploration for uranium and other valu

able minerals Most of the corporation members tj>
are pilots like himself __./
He is a heavy square built man an inch undei

6 feet with dark brown hair His speech is in

Arnold is heai xer now than \hhen he vosed beside his nlane latter sVottma, the aucers



tense—as if he thinks out what he wants to say,

then says it.

In his boyhood days at Minot, N. D., he be

came an Eagle Boy Scout, an expert swimmer

and football player—and a pilot. He still flies.

His wife's name is Doris but he calls her

"Dimps" which is short for "Dimples." They have

four daughters—Kiska, 16; Karla, 13; Kim, 5, and

Katri, 3.

Since that June day in 1947, Arnold says he

has made four other sightings of flying saucers.

His last sighting was from an airfield at Me-

Dermitt, Nev., on an August afternoon in 1952.

He also has spent more than $12,000 of his own

money, and thousands of hours of his own time,

checking reports of flying saucers and "related

phenomena."

In addition, he has been interrogated and in

vestigated by agents of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation, Military Intelligence, the Internal

Revenue Service, the Central Intelligence Agency

and Marine Intelligence.

Besides that, he has been interrogated and in

vestigated by newspapermen, scientists, sincere

and interested private citizens—and nuts.

He has received visitors by the dozens and

letters by the hundreds—many with money at

tached. Phone calls have come at all hours of

the day and night, some from foreign countries.

Through it all, and despite public pooh-poohing

by the U. S. Air Force, Arnold has decided in

his own mind that the so-called saucers do exist

in the skies above us.

And he is equally convinced that there is noth

ing new in saucers, that they've been around for

years.

"This phenomenon that we call 'flying saucers'

has been going on. for centuries. Sightings were

reported 600 years ago. Sailors 200 and 300 years

ago made drawings of objects they saw in the

skies, and these drawings look the same as the

drawings I made of what I saw."

Arnold hastens to say that he didn't see the

old drawings until long after he'd made his first

sighting and drawn what he had seen. Neither

had he heard of any sightings, and he never has

read any science-fiction.

"I never even heard of these things until after

I made my first sighting, became interested, and

started checking around. Then I found these old

reports and drawings."

During his investigations, Arnold has talked

to many persons who reported seeing sauceTs.

Many he has, frankly, not believed. But he be

lieves many of the reports are true, factual.

And he has recorded these reports.

"I have them all on tape, and it would take a

week Just to listen to them. Each report is from

a reliable, creditable person. Many of them are

pilots. They weren't looking for publicity. Their

accounts never have been in the newspapers."

Arnold doubts that the saucers are manned.

"I hesitate to use the word 'creature,' but they

very possibly are living organisms that live in

the atmosphere. And I am inclined to believe

they have the power to change their density and

appearance."

Once convinced that you are sincerely inter

ested in his work and views, Arnold can rattle

off reports upon reports of sightings. "Some

pilots in the Northwest have made more than

25 separate sightings since 1947." He then tells

you of the experience of a Boeing test pilot on a

secret flight in 1954 from Seattle, Wash., to Mex

ico City and back.

Arnold never has talked to the pilot. But the

pilot related his experience to a friend of Arnold's

—a "highly competent, reliable man, an experi

enced investigator and a state official of the

highest integrity."

"The pilot—who was known to this friend of

mine—refused to identify the plane he flew ex

cept to say that it was a jet-rocket aircraft

capable of great speed and altitude. He refused

to say how high he flew, except that it was

above 50,000 feet.

"But he did say his speed was 1,800 miles an

hour—which was publicly unheard of in those

days. "■

"As he was flying at that speed, at more than

50.000 feet, he suddenly noticed a cluster of per

haps 50 objects in the air to his right. They were

of various colors, shapes, sizes and densities.

Some were opaque, some translucent.

"Then, as he was watching the cluster, a black

object that looked to him like a ray fish- -but

larger than his aircraft—swooped down over him.

It came down to a point about seven feet above

his cockpit, and hung there.

"It had no 'eyes' that the pilot could see, no

'observation windows' or anything like that. Its

wings seemed to ripple, and there was a fluores

cent glow around the whole thing.

"It stayed with the aircraft for several sec

onds, as if it might be escorting the ship past the

cluster. Then, when the aircraft was past the

cluster, this 'ray1 shot out in front of the air

craft, flipped over on its side and cut back to the

right out of sight.

"It scared the pilot almost to death."

Arnold has been ridiculed and laughed at be

cause of his conviction that saucers do exist. But

he has little patience with persons who snicker at

the "very idea" of saucers.

"We know so little about the universe." He'

points out, too, that it is aeronautically impos

sible for the bumble bee to fly. "And yet the

bee does fly—often with a pretty good load of

honey."

In J.952. Arnold and Ray Palmer of Amherst,

Wis., privately published a "documentary report

on sky objects that have mystified the world."

They called it The Coming of the Saucers, and

reported experiences of Arnold and others in

connection with the phenomena.

Only once has the ridicule aimed at Arnold

rubbed off on his family. That was several years

ago when his oldest daughter. Kiska, came home

from school, sobbing. Her teacher had told the

class emphatically that "there are no such

things" as flying saucers.

Arnold put his arms around his daughter and

told her there were "lots of things" that neither

the teacher nor anyone else knew about—things

at the bottom of the seas and things in space.

And a trace of a gleam sneaks into Arnold's

blue eyes when he tells how—a short time after

the teacher made her flat statement - the editor

of the current events paper circulated in Kiska's

school reported on fhe front page how he had
seen a flying saucer. _!
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He's Confident

Flying Saucers^

Are No Joke
BOISE, Idaho (AP)—Kenneth

D Arnold; who ushered Ameri

ca into the age of the flying sau
cer 19 years ago, said Tuesday
he still is confident the things
are real-and he thinks they

may even be alive.

Commenting on new sightings
of mysterious lighted objects,
over Michigan, California Wis

consin and Nevada, Arnold de
clared in an interview. "I think
these people are reporting ex
actly what they saw. Let's facel
it there are a great many

things in the world we don't un
derstand. Calling these things]
swamp gases is completely idio

tic."

Arnold, a Boise businessman,

said he made his saucer sight
ing on June 24, 1947, while flying
his light plane near Mt. Rainier,

Wash.



Mr. HAf/ut6<Lf U/A OO

Cub $cribe Broke Story
By JAMES LONG

Journal Staff Writer

If UFOs turn out to be visitors from

space, let it be known that the biggest

story of all time — well, OK, the second

biggest — was not handled by Walter

Cronkite but by a 28-year-old cub

reporter in Pendleton.

The reporter's name was Bill

Baquette.

He worked for the Pendleton East

Oregonian.

Everybody around town knew young

Baquette, mainly because he was bright
yellow from taking an antimalarial

drug in the South Pacific where he

served in World War II.

Shortly before noon on Thursday,

June 26, 1947, Baquette was typing
away on oHfi of those choice assign

ments normally assigned to young

reporters when a man walked in and

asked to talk.
Baquetta shook hands with Kenneth

Arnold, a husky, pleasant-faced man

from Boise who sold fire extinguishers

and flew his own airplane'and hap-

! pened to be in Pendleton on business.
What Arnold wanted to know was

' whether Baquette was aware of any
| hush-hush Army tests of experimental

new aircraft in the Pendleton area.

Arnold explained that while he was

flying his Calair duster over the Wash

ington Cascades two days earlier, he

had seen a formation of "pie-pan

shaped" craft hurtling above a moun

tain ridge at enormous speed.

Arnold added a detail that caused

Bequette and another staffer, the late

Nolan Skiff, to perk up their ears.

Arnold said he had timed the "saucers"
at 1:42 minutes as they zipped along a

47-mile ridge between Mt. Rainier and
Mt. Adams. Allowing for possible error,

he said, the speed couldn't be much less

than 1,200 m.p.h.

Baquette whistled. The world speed

record for an aircraft had been set at

647 m.p.h. a short time earlier by an

Army Air Corps P80 Shooting Star.

"I don't know about any experimen

tal planes," Baquette told Arnold. "But

I'll put something on the Associated

Press wire and maybe somebody else

has heard of it."

Arnold went back to his hotel and

Baquette punched out three or four

paragraphs for the AP. "An hour later,"
Baquette would recall, "I began to real
ize I may have made a little error in

news judgement."

Baquette said he and Skiff returned

from lunch to find the office secretary

struggling with phone calls and wire

messages from all over the world.

"I had to hustle down to the hotel,
find Arnold, and wring out every last
detail," laughed Baquette, now editor of
the Tri-County Herald in Pasco, Wash.

"Arnold," Paquette told The Journal
this week, "never suggested that he had

seen a spacecraft or anything like that. I

believe he was just curious about what

he had seen and wanted to know what

it was. He was a sensible guy. I never

could buy the accusations that he made

up these stories."

The Journal's newsclips on UFOs
indicate there was little speculation, at

first, on "saucers" as possible space

ships. The early speculation centered on

whether UFOs were secret government

craft, or were figments of optical illu
sion or mistaken identity.

However, religious interpretations
were voiced within a week of the
Arnold report. Rev. Lester Carlson, pas

tor of La Grande Gospel Tabernacle,

issued a public statement declaring that

the saucers signaled the end of the

world.

Another clergyman denied it.

Meanwhile, persons elsewhere told of
seeing aircraft similar to those reported

by Arnold.

On July 5, a United Air Lines captain,

E. J. Smith, told United Press that he

saw "five somethings" that were "thin

and smooth on the bottom and rough-

appearing on the top," flying in the air

near Boise.

Howard Blakeslee, science editor of

the AP, branded the UFOs as "optical

illusions."

Saucer-sighters, including some

experienced pilots, disputed this.

On July 7, Air National Guard fighter

planes were sent on a fruitless search

for a "crashed UFO" in the Spokane

area.

By now, the "saucer" story was a

full-blown world event, and President

Truman found himself being asked to

comment on it. (He said he didn't know

anything.)

On July 8, newspaper readers were

stunned by an Associated Press story

out of Roswell, N.M., quoting an Air

Force spokesman as announcing the dis

covery of a flying disc on a nearby

ranch.

Apparently the annoumcement was

premature, however. The Army later

denied it had recovered a saucer.

Quickly, the military and the govern

ment were being charged with a cove-

rup. The military pleaded ignorance —

said it wasn't responsible for flying

discs and didn't have any.

At least one columnist, sober-sided

David Lawrence, refused to believe the

denials and demanded that the govern

ment confess.

It may have been the New Mexico

"saucer capture" fiasco, more than any

thing else, that led to persistent charges

of coverup against the Air Force. Final

ly, in the mid-60s, the Air Force paid

the University of Colorado to do an

exhaustive study on UFOs that, it was

hoped, would lay the whole subject to

rest.

However, the Colorado study, headed

by Dr. Edward Condon, a respected

physicist, soon was embroiled in an

uproar and controversy when it became

known that one university official

wanted to cast doubt on the sanity of

alleged UFO witnesses.

Robert J. Low, a former assistant

dean who was assigned to coordinate

the project, wrote a memo that said, in

part, "The trick would be, I think, to

describe the project so that, to the pub-

he, it would appear a totally objective

study, but to the scientific community

would present the image of a group of

nonbelievers trying their best to be

objective, but having an almost zero

expectation of finding a saucar."

The Condon report did not, in fact,

emphasize the psychology of alleged

witnesses — but the leak of the memo

did serious damage that was never fully

repaired. Dr. James E. McDonald, a Uni
versity of Arizona astronomer who is

interested in UFOs, accused the Condon

group of spending most of its time on

crackpot reports and ignoring a moun

tain of bona fide data.

And so the story went.

And goes.

And goes.
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Ret Arnold Case

4 Prom the summary of Project Saucer Report by Air Materiel Command,

I*

Wright Field, Dayton, for release April 27» 1949 (No. M 26-49).

O The objects Arnold saw "were judged to be of 'non-astronomical

origin1 according to an interim report submitted recently on

Project 'Saucer' by Professor Joseph A(llen) Hynek, Ohio State

University astro-pgysicist and head of OSU Observatory. Dr. Hynek

is working under contract with AMD on an independent investigation

of 'saucer' incidents to determine what percentage may hs definitely

be attributed to astronomical phenomenon.

"In his review of the Arnold incident, however, Dr. Hynek has

come up with what he terms 'certain inconsistencies' in Arnold's

estimate of size, speed and performance of his 'saucers.'

"'It appears probably,1 Hynek reports, 'that whatever objects

were observed were traveling at sub-sonic speeds and may therefore

have been some sort of known aircraft."1

Re Arnold case

By Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, USAPR, in TRUE Magazine, May 1954, pp. 22, 24.

"The skeptics were bolstered by the discovery that Arnold's account

had some holes in it. His estimates of the size of the objects and their

distance from the plane did not jibe. He reported them to be 20 to 25

«£ miles away and from 45 to 50 feet in length. When his sighting was ana-

■^ lyzed, it was discovered that objects of that size cannot be resolved by

the naked eye from that distance. If his estimate of size was correct,

the objects were only six or seven miles away—and flying about 400 mph,

» well inside the range of conventional craft."

o



TRANSCRIPT OF ED MURROW - KENNETH ARNOLD TELEPHONE CONVERSATION

date of broadcast - last week of March or first week of April 1950.-

Marrow dated the Arnold sighting as 2k June 19^7, while searching near Mt. Rainier

for a downed military transport.

ARNOLD: It was while I was searching for this crash that I noticed a terrific

blue flash pass the nose of my airplane. I noticed that the flash came from a

train of very peculiar-looking objects that were rapidly approaching Mt. Rainier

at about 107 degrees. This tfcain of objects were 9 in number. I assumed at the

time they were a new formation or a new type of jet, though I was baffled by the

fact that they did not have any tails. They passed almost directly in front of me,

but at a distance of about 23 miles, which is not very great in the air. I jadged

their wingspan to be at least 100 feet across. Their sighting did not particularly

disturb me at the time, except that I had never seen planes of that type.

MURROW: Mr. Arnold, after landing, made a routine report of what he had seen to

a Civil Aeronautics Administration representative, and promptly forgot the matter,

until the wheels of publicity began to fcurn. The floodgates opened.

ARNOLD: I never could understand! at that time whTy the world got so upset about

9 disks, as these things didn't seem to be a manace. I believed that they had some-
tiling to do with our Army and Air Force.

MURROW: On three different occasions, Mr. Arnold was questioned by military intel

ligence. They expressed doubt as to the accuracy of some of his reported observation.

ARMOLD: That's right. Now of course some of the reports they did take from news
papers which did not quote me properly. Now, when I told the press, they misquoted

me, and in the excitement of it all, one newspaper and another one got it se ensnarled

up that nobody knew just exftStly what they were talking about, I guess.

MORROW: Here's how the name "flying saucer" was born.

ARNOLD: These objects more or less fluttered like they were, oh, I'd say, boats

on very rough water or very rough air of some type, and when I described how they

flew, I said that they fisw like they take a saucer and throw it across the water.
MMst of the newspapers misunderstood and misquoted that too. They said that I said

that they were saucer-like; I said that they flew in a saucer-like fashion.

MURROW: That was an historic misquote. While Mr. Arnold's original explanation

has been forgotten, the term "flying saucer" has become a household word. Few people
realize that Mr. Arnold has reported seeing these same strange objects in the sky
on tOiree other occasions. He says that some pilots in the northwest have reported
seeing them on 8 separate occasions. We asked for his own personal apinion on the
nature of what he and the others had seen.

ARNOLD: I don't know how best to explain that. I more or less have reserved an
opinion as to what I think. Naturally, hxug being a natural-born American, if it's
not made by our science or our Army Air Forces, I am inclined to believe it's of
an extra-terrestrial origin.

MURROW: Extra-terrestrial origin? You mean you think there's a possibility they

may be coming out of space from other planet (sic)? I suppose that's pretty hard
for people to take seriously.
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ARNOLD: Well, I'll tell you this much—all the airline pilots, rcawaa none of us

have appreciated being laughed at. We made our reports essentially to begin with,

because we thought that if our government didn't know what it was, it was only our

duty to report it to our nation, and to our Air Force out of it(sic). I think it's
something that is of concern to every person in the country, and I don't think it's
anything for people to get hysterical about. That's just my frank opinion of it.

MURROW: So that's how it all began; that was the trigger action. Kenneth Arnold's

story went scudding over the news wires. Radio and newspapers picked it up, and

then within days the country broke out into a flood of flying saucer observations.

NOTE: all of the afeove commentaries by ARNOLD are verbatim beeperfone statements,

whereas all MURROW remarks are not, but are rather added later to connect the

ARNOLD statements for the broadcast.



MT. RAWER, WASHI10TCB

2k June ^

Qa 2k June 19^7 at 1%OO He. Kenneth Arnold took off fro* the Chehalls, Washing
ton Airport in bio personal plane headed for Yakima, Washington. Mr. /.mold's

trip was delayed for an hour to search for & large marine transport that sup
posedly went down near or around the southwest side of Mb. Banler.

After take-off Mr. Arnold flew directly toward Mr. Barter upon reaching an alti
tude of approximately 5,500 feet, vhich ie the approximate elevation of the high
plateau froo vhich Mb. Baaler rises. He made one sweep of this high plateau to
the westward, searching all of the various ridges for this Marine ship and flev
to the vest down and near the ridge side of the canyon vhere Ashford, Washington
le located.

Unable to see anything that looked like the lost ship, Mr. Arnold made a 360°
turn to the right and above the little city of Mineral, starting again toward
Mt. Ranler and climbing to an altitude of 9,200 feet.

She pilot reported that the air vas so smooth that day that it was a real plea-
store flying and, as aost pilots do when the air is saooth and they are at a
higher altitude, he trimmed out the aircraft and aiaply sat in his plane observ
ing the sky and the terrain.

Mr. ;mold reported that there was a &>h to the left and to the rear of him at
approximately 14,000 feet.

Mr. Arnold reported the sky vas clear as a crystal. Be hadn't flown more than
two or three adnutes on his course when a bright flash reflected on his airplane.

Be looked every place in the eky and couldn't find vhere the reflection had cone
fro*. The pilot looked to the left and north of Jft. Hauler vhere he observed a
chain of nine peculiar looking aircraft flying fron north to south at apprcxiamtely
9,500 feet and going, seealagJy, in a direction of about 170 degrees.

They were approaching Mb. Bonier very rapidly, and he assumed they vere Jet air
craft. Krsry fev seconds tvo or three of the objects would dip or change course
eligntJy, Just enough for the sun to strike them at an angle and reflect brightly.

The objects being quite far away, he vas unable for a fev seconds* to aake out
their shape or formation. As they approached Mt. Banler he observed their out
line eulte clearly.

Mr. .Arnold stated that he found it very peculiar that he couldn't find their tails
but still assumed they were some type of Jet aircraft, me objects vere observed
to pass the southern edge of Mb. Banler flying directly south to southeast down
the hog's back of a mountain range. The elevation of the objects was estimated
to have varied approximately a themBlind feet one way or another but remained
rwy near the horizon which would indicate they vere near the same elevation as
the witness.

Mr. Arnold stated that the objects flew like geese, iA a rather diagonal chain-
like line as If they vere linked together. They seemed to hold a definite direc
tion but swerved in and out of the high mountain peaks.



The witness eetiaated the distance between him and toe objects to be approximately
25 miles, tteing a Zeus fastener or cowling tool he eetiiated the else of the

objects to be appradaatety two thirds tint of a K

16% Arnold observed the UFO'e passing a high snow-covered ridge in between Ht.

Easier ana {ft. ...daao and reported that as the first object was passing the south

crest of this ridge the last one was entering the northern crest of the ridge*
Later measureaent of the length of this particular ridge revealed it was approx

imately five Biles, so It was estimated the chain of objects was five milec long.

Mr, Arnold tlaed the objects between Ht. Ranler and Mb* Adass and determined they
crossed thie 47 ailes in one adnute and forty-two seconds* This is equivilant to
1656*71 mllee per hour*

la a subsequent Interview Mr. Arnold described the objects as appearing
saucers skipping on water* 'Oils description was shortened to faying saucers by

tarn of the newspaper mn and resulted in the popular use of thic tarn.

It is the Mr Force conclusion that the objects of thie sighting were due to a
ntrage. Me* Arnold's statement concerning how caooth and crystal dear the air
vas is an indication of very stable conditions. These Gtable conditions are
associated with inversions which increase the refraction Index of the atmosphere.
(Lee attached photo of mountain nlrage*)



UFO SIGHTING

MT RANIER, WASHINGTON

24 June 1947

On 24 Juno 1947 at 1400 Mr. Kenneth Arnold took off from the Chehalls, Washington

Airport in his personal plane and headed for Yakiaa, Washington. Mr. Arnold's trip

was delayed for an hour in search of a large marine transport that supposedly went

down near or around the southwest side of Mt. Ranier. After take-off Mr. Arnold

flew directly toward Mt. Ranier at an altitude of approximately 9,500 feet, which

is the approximate elevation of the high plateau from which Mt. Ranier rises. He

made one sweep of this high plateau to the westward, searching all of the various

ridges for the marine ship and flew to the west near the ridge side of the canyon

where Ashford, Washington is located. Unable to see anything that looked like the

lost plane, Mr. Arnold made a 360 degree turn to the right above the town of

Mineral, starting again toward Mt. Ranier and climbing to an altitude of 9,200 feet.

Mr. Arnold reported that the air was so smooth that it was a real pleasure flying,

and, as most pilots do when the air is smooth and they are at a higher altitude,

he trimmed out the aircraft and simply sat in his plane observing the sky and terrain.

Mr. Arnold reported that there was a DC-4 to his left and rear at approximately

14,000 feet. The sky was reported to be as clear as crystal. He hadn't flown more

than two or three minutes on his course when a bright flash reflected on his air

plane. He couldn't find where the reflection came from, but to the left and north

of Mt. Ranier he did observe a chain of nine peculiar looking objects flying from

north to south at approximately 9,500 feet. They were approaching Mt. Ranier very

rapidly, and he assumed that they were Jet aircraft. Every few seconds two or three

of the objects would dip or change course slightly, just enough for the sun to strike

them at an angle and reflect brightly. The objects being quite far away, he was unable

to make out their shape or formation. As they approached Mt. Ranier he observed their

outline quite clearly. Mr. Arnold stated that he found it very peculiar that he

couldn't find their tails but assignee* they were some type of Jet aircraft. The objects

were observed to pass the southern edge of Mt. Ranier flying directly south to south

east down the hog's back of a mountain range. The elevation of the objects was

estimated to have varied approximately one thousand feet one way or another but

remained very near the horizon, which would indicate that they were near the same

elevation as the witness. Mr. Arnold stated that the objects flew like geese, in a

rather diagonal chain-like line as if they were linked together. They seemed to hold

a definite direction but swerved in and out of the high mountain peaks. The witness

estimated the distance between him and the objects to be approximately 25 miles. Using

a Zeus fastener, or cowling tool, he estimated the size of the objects to be approxi

mately two thirds that of a DC-4. He observed the UFO's passing a high snow covered

ridge in between Mt. Ranier and Mt. Adams and reported that as the first object was

passing the south crest of this ridge the last one was entering the northern crest of

the ridge. Later measurement of length of this particular ridge revealed it was

approximately five miles, so it was estimated the chain of objects was five miles long.

Mr. Arnold timed the objects between Mt. Ranier and Mt. Adams and determined they

crossed this 47 miles in one minute and forty-two seconds. This is equivilant to

1656.71 miles per hour.

In a subsequent interview Mr. Arnold described the objects as appearing like

saucers skipping on water. This description was shortened to "Flying Saucers" by

newspaper men and resulted in the popular use of this term.

It is the Air Force conclusion that the objects of this sighting were due to a

mirage. Mr. Arnold's statement concerning how smooth and crystal clear the air

was is an indication of very stable conditions which are associated with inversions,

and increase the refraction Index of the atmosphere.
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UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS

Date 2W1 June 19U7

Tima 15CO

Location Mt. Ranier, Washington

Kamoof observer Kenneth Arnold

Occupation of observer Dealer in fir* oontrol supplies hold* priYate
pilot's license
Address of obscrvor Box 387, Boie©, Idafab

Place of observation Hear Mineral, \feshingto*

Number of objects • 1

Distance of object from observor 9f& 20 to 25 aiJsi

Time in sight 2-1/2 to 3 minut««

ltitud ■ 9,500 ft

5J^ -Approx 150 MPH

Direction of flight North to South at 170°

Tactics Horizontal flight

Soturad

Approximatel/ that of DC-U - ^ to 50 ft

Color mirror lik#

Shape Approximately olir*^w

Odor dotoctod

Apparent construction

Exhaust trails

Woathor conditions GA.TD

Effect on cloud

Sketches or photographs

Manner of disappearance

Remarks:



ilot Kannath Arnold was flying his .jia^at an altitude of approximately

,200 feet. Be trimmed out plane in direction of Xakimfc, mishington
hlch was almost directly east of his position and aat in his pinna ob-

erving the sky and the terrain. To tha left was a DC-4 and to his rear
pproximately 15 miles distant there was a 14,000 ft elevation. Tha sky
as clear as crystal. A brigtt flash suddenly reflected on tha plane,

pon looking to the left and to the north of Nt. Bainar ha observed a chain
f 9 peculiar looking craft flying from north to south at approximately

,500 ft elevation and going seemingly in a definite direction of about 170*.
bought at first they ware Jet aircraft but noticed that every faw seconds
or 3 of them would dip or change their cams* course slightly Just enough

o cause the sun to strike them at an angle which reflected brightly on mis
lane. As they approached Mt. Rainier he could observe their outlines .

gainst the snow quite plainly, but couldn't find any tails. Clocked speed
nd found it to be approximately 150 MFH. lever before had ha observed
lanes flying so close to mountain tops. They flaw directly south to ' „
•utheast down tha hog's back of a mountain range. Pilot thought they were
t approximately the same elevation as ha was. They flew in rather diagonal
sin-like line as if linked together and seemedTto hold a definite direction
t swerved in and out of tha high mountain peaks. Distance which was almost

it right angles seemed to be between 20 to 25 miles. Thought they ware quite
arge to be observed at that distance even on a dear day. They seemed
mailer than the X-4 but ha Judged their span to be as wide as tha further-
st engines on each side of the fuselage of tha DC-4 (45 to 50 ft). The chain
eemad to be approximately five miles long.

OTEl It was the opinion of tha agent interviewing Mr. Arnold that
ha saw tha "flying discs" In this regard agent further stated
that if Mr. Arnold could write a report of such a character
and did not sea tha objects ha was In tha wrong business and should
ba engaged in writing Buck Rogers fiction.

Tha attached is what Kenneth Arnold latar produced. Sea "Fate"
aagarisa article by Kannath AraoH

Seemed to travel in sidevise position and did not

appear to whirl or spin

they seemed longer than wida
thickness being about 1/20
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30MB LZFB DATA OR KBHHETH AHEDLD

X was born Haroh 89, 1918 In Sobeka, Elmteaota. Hj father's

oate waa Bdward Brb Arnold) my mother's maiden name waa Bertha

B. Barden. I waa a resident of Blnneaota until X waa a:x years

old when my family moved to Seobey, Bontana, where they home-

steaded. By grandfather, Roland C. Arnold also honeeteided In

Soobey, Bontana, and beoame quite prominent in politloa: circles

along with Barton K. Bheeler, the famous Bontana senator.

I went to grade aehool and high eohool at fllnot, H<rth

Dakota. X entered aooutlng at twelve yeara of age and t ehleved

the rank of Bagle seout before X waa fourteen. By toxmr aeout

exaoutlve waa B. B. Preseott, now e regional eommiaslontr for

the Boy Scouts in Kanaaa City, Kanaaa.

Aa a boy, X waa interested in athletloa and waa selected

aa an all-state end in 1088 and 1988 in the state of Earth

Dakota. X entered the U. 8. Olymplo trials in fancy diving in

i 19881" X waa^jj|d Cross Life Saving ff»*"t<—' daring the reara

of 1988, '88 and '84. X taught swimming and diving at stoat

■ camps and the mmlolpal pool in fllnot. Berth Dakota. X rent

to the university of Blnnosota, where X swam and did fas ty

a diving under Bells lfcorpa, and also played football unde • wmmr

Bieman^but upon entering college X «aa unable to eontiime ay

football career beoause of an lajured knee, fly high sea ml foot

ball coach waa Oleon L. Jarrett, who is now the toad fool ball

coach of the university of Berth Dakota. X ted little a • no

finances, sad ay smbltloa la farthering ay education la < ollege



Page 2 - Same Life data on Kenneth Arnold

was through my athletics. As a boy In Hlnot, North Dakota* X

did a good deal of dog sled raolng* plaeing first with my dog

in 1930 in the Lions Club Dog Derby.

in 1938 X vent to work for Red Comet, me. of Littleton,

Colorado, a manufacturer of automatle fire fighting apparatus.

In 1939 I was made district manager for then over a part of the

western states, and in 1940 Z established my own fire control

supply known as the (treat Bestern Fire Control Supply. I have

been working as an Independent fire control engineer since,

and i handle, distribute, eell and Install all types of auto

matic and manual fire fighting equlpnent In the rural areas over

five western states. I
i

Hy flying experience atartad aa a boy in Hlnot, Berth

Dakota, where X took ay firet flying lesson from Sari *• 'tfcnoe,

who was originally from Great Tails* Montana. Doe to the high

eoat at tbat time* X was unable to continue «y flying and dH

not fB of any great consequence until 1948* X waa given my

pilot certificate by Bd leaeh, a senior CM inspector of

Portland, Oregon* and for the laat throe yeara have owned my

own airplane eoverlng ay entire territory with sane and flying

from forty to one hundred houre per month since. Doe to the

fact that X use an airplane entirely in my work, in January

of this year X purchased a an Callalr airplane* which la an

airplane dealgned for high altitude taka-offa and abort rough

field usage.

Xn the type of flying X do, it takea a great deal of
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ppaetlee and judgaest to be able to land In moat any eo*

pasture and get out vlthout Injuring your airplane; the |

runways are very limited and the altitude la very high In

some of the fields and plaeea I have to go In my work. To

dote, I have landed In 883 ocm pastures In mountain meadows,

and In over a thousand hours a flat tire has been my greatest

mishap*
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37 Kenneth Arnold

The following atory of what I observed over the Caaeade

mountains, as Impossible aa It nay seen, la positively true.

I never asked nor wanted any notoriety far Just aeeldently

being In the right spot at the right time to observe whet I

did. I reported something that Z know any pilot would have

reported. I don't think that in any way ay observation

due to any senslvlty of eye sight or judgment than what

considered normal far any pilot.

On June 24th, Tuesday, 1947, Z had finished my work for

the Central Air Service at Chehalla, Washington, and at

two o'clook 1 took off from Chehalls, Washington* airport

with the Intention of going toYaklma, Sbahington. Vtj 1

was

la

about

rip

delayed for an hour to searoh for a large marine trans

port that supposedly went down near or around the southnest

8ide of Kt. Rainier In the atata of Washington and to date

has never been found*

I flew directly toward It* Rainier afterraaehlng an

altitude of about 0*800 feet, whloh la the approximate

elevation of the high plateau from whleh Wb, Rainier rises.

1 had made one aweep of tola high plateau to the westward,

searching all of the various rldgea for this marine ship and

flew to the west down and near the ridge aide of the canyon

where Aahford, Washington, la located.
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Unable to see anything that looted lite the lost ship, I

made a 360 degree turn to the right end above the little elty of

Mlnercl, starting again toward Mt. Rainier* I ollmbed back up

to an a It it "le of approximately 9,200 feet.

The air was so smooth that day that It *aa a reel pleasure

flying and, as most pilots do when the air Is smooth and they

are flying at a higher altitude, I trinmed out my airplane in

the direction of Yakima, Washington, which «as almost directly

y i
of my position and aImply sat In my plane observing the stay

and the terrain.

There was a DC^ to the left and to the rear of me approxi

mately fifteen miles distance, and 1 should Judge, a 14,000 foot

elevation. A~-^ ~»*^ «^'<*~ *^^- -*—*- • i

The sky and air was as clear as crystal. I hadn't flown

more than two or the© minutes on my course when a bright flash

reflected on my airplane. It startled me as I thought X was too

close to some other alreraft. I looted every place in the sky

and couldn't find where the reflection had cone from until I

looted to the left and the north of St. Rainier where I observed

a chain of nine peculiar looking aircraft flying from north to

south at approximately 0,600 foot elevation and going, seemingly,

in a definite dlreetlon of about 170 degrees.

They were approaching Et. Rainier very rapidly, and I

merely assumed they were Jet planes. Anyhow, I discovered that

this was where the reflection had come frca, aa two or three

of them every few seconds would dip or change their course
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slightly, Just enough for the sun to strike then at an angle

that refleoted brightly on 07 plane.

These objeots being quite far away, I was unable for a few

seconds to mate out their shape or their formation. »ry shortly

they approached tit. Rainier, and I observed their outline against

the snow quite plainly.

I thought it was very peculiar that I couldn't find their

tails but assumed they were sone type of jet plane. I was

determined to clock their speed, as I had two definite

I could clock them by; the air was so clear that it was very

eesy to see objects and determine their approximate shape and

size at almost fifty mllea that day.

I remember distinctly that my sweep second hand on my eight

day clock, whioh ie located on my instrument panel, read one

minute to 3 P.H. as the first object of this formation passed

the southern edge of Bt. Rainier. X watched these objects with

great interest aa I had never before observed airplanes flying

so close to the mountain tops, flying directly south to south

east down the hog's back of a mountain range. X would estimate

their elevation could have varied a thousand feet one way or

another up or down, but they were pretty much on the horizon

to me which would indicate they were near the same ele ration

as I was.

They flew lite many times X have observed geese to fly in

a ratter diagonal chain-like line as if they were linked together.

They seened to hold a definite direction bat rather swerved in

and out of the high mountain peaka. Their speed at tte tine
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did not Impress me particularly, because I knew that our

arey and air forces had planes that vent very fast.

What kept bothering me as I Hatched them flip and flash

In the sun right along their path was the fact that 1 couldn't

mate out any tall on then, and I am sure that any pilot would

justify more than a second look at such a plane.

I observed then quite plainly, and I estimate my distance

from them, which was almost at right angles, to be between

I
twenty to twenty-five miles. I knew they must be very large

to observe their shape at that distance, even on as clear a

day as It was that Tuesday. In faot I compared a sens fastener

or cowling tool I had in my pocket with them - holding

on them and holding it up on the DC-4 - that I could observe

at quite a distance to my left, and they seemed smaller

DC-4; but, I Should Judge their span would have been aa

as the furthereat engines on each aide of the fuselage of the

DC-4.

The more I observed these objects, the more upset ::

became, as I aa aooustomed and familiar with most ell ot

t up

than the

wide

Jeeta

flying whether I am olose to the ground or at higher altitudes.

I observed the chain of these objects passlag another high

snow-covered ridge in between It. Rainier and It. adamsj and aa

the first one was passing the south crest of this ridge the last

objeot wae entering the northern oreat of the ridge.

Aa I wae flying in the dlreotion of this particular ridge,
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(/Li--.
I measured It and found It to be approximately five miles

so I could safely assume that the ohaln of these aaueer like

objects were at least five miles long. X could quite aoeura-

tely determine their pathway due to the faot that there were

several high peaks that were a little this side of them as

well as higher peeks on the other side of their pathway.

A.- the last unit of this formation passed the northern-
i

post high snow-covered crest of Ht. Adams, X looked at my

sweep second hand and It showed that they had travelled the

distance in one minute and forty-two seconds. Even at the

time this timing did not upset me as I felt confident after

I would land there would be some explanation of what I saw.

A number of news men and experts suggested that X might

have been seeing reflections or even a mirage. This I know

to be absolutely false, as X observed these objects not only

through the glass o? my airplane but turned my airplane side

ways where I could open my window and observe them with a

completely unobstructed view.

Even though two minutes seems like a very short tllme to

one on the ground, in the air in two minutes time a pilot

can observe a great many things and anything within his

sight of vision probably aa many as fifty or sixty times.

I continued my search far the marine plane far another

fifteen or twenty minutes and walla searching for this marine

plane, what I had Just observed kept going through my mind.

I became more disturbed, so after taking a last look at

Tieton Reservoir X headed for Yafci
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I digit add that my complete observation of these objeeta,

onion I oould even follow by their flashes aa they passed Bb.

Adams, was pround two and one-half or three mlimtee — although,

by the time they reached It. Mams they were out of my range

of vision aa far as determining shape or form. Of coarse, when

the aB* reflected from one or two or three of those units,

they appeared to be completely round; but, I an making a draw

ing to the beat of my ability, which I am lnoludlng, aa to the

shape I observed those objeeta to be aa^lpaaaed the ancjw

covered ridges aa well aa It. Rainier.

Uhen these objeeta were flying approximately atrelg St and

level, they were Just a blaok thin line and when they flipped

wes the only time X could get a judgnent aa to their alci.

Theae objeeta were hiding an almost eonatant elevat

they did net aeem to be going up or to be ooming down, a ah

08 would be the ease of rookets or artillery ahalla. I urn

convinced in my own mind that they were son* type of airplane,

even though they didn't conform with the many aapeote of the

conventional type of planes that X knew.

Although theae objeeta have been reported by many oi her

observers throughout the united States, there have been i lx

or seven other aeeounte written by aome of these observers

that x can truthfully say nut have observed the ease thing

that i did; particularly, the dsaeriptlons of the three western

Air Lines employees, I the gsntlnan (from ««■*»*— city and the

Lon;



looomotivB engineer In Illinois.

^B/ desorlptlona ooald not be very accurate taken from

the ground unless these aaueer-llto disks were at quite a great

height and there Is a possibility that all of the people who

observed peeullar objeots oould have seen the same thing X didj

but, it vould have been very dlffioult from the ground to observe

these for more than four or five seconds, and there is always

the possibility of ataoapherle moisture and dust near the ground

which could distort one's vision.

I have In ny possession letters from all over the

states and people who profess that theae objects have been

observed over other portions of the world* principally

Bermuda, and California*

Z would have given almost anything that day to hat* had a

movie camera with a telephoto lens and from now on I wjll never

be without one — but, to continue further with ay sto^y. Dhen

I landed at the ttklma, Washington, airport I described what I

had seen to my very good friend, Al Baxter, who listen d patiently

and was vary eourteoua but in a Joking way didn't belli ve me.

X did not accurately measure the dlatanoe between

mountains until X landed at Psndleton, Oregon, that aame day

where I told a number of pilot friends of mine what X lad

observed and they did not scoff or laugh but suggested

might ba guided missiles or aomsthlng new. In faot several

fcnaar 4ray pllota Informed me that they had bean brieled before

going into eoobat oversaaa that they night sea objects

shape and design aa X dea ma that X laan't

United

Sweden,

theae two

they

of similar
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dreaming or going orasy.

I quote Sonny Robinson, a former Army Air Forces pi lot

who Is now operating dusting operations at Pendleton, Ofegon,

"What you observed, I an oonvlnoed, is some type of jet

roeket propelled ship that Is in the proeeaa of being

by our government or even it oould possibly be by some f

government".

Anyhero, the news that I had observed these spread

rapidly and before the night was over I was receiving

calls from all parts of the sarld; and, to date I have

received one telephone call or one letter of scoffing or

disbelief. The only disbelief that I know of was what

printed In the papers.

I look at this whole ordeal as not something funny

some people have made it out to be* To Be it is nighty

and since I evidently did observe something that at leasjt

John Doe on the street corner or Bate Andrews on the

never heard about, is no reason that It doee not exist,

though I openly invited an investigation by the Army and

PRI as to the authenticity of ay etory or a Bental or a

physical examination as to my capabilities, I have reeel|ved no

Interest from these two Important protective forces of ofrr

country) I will go so far aa to assume that any report Z gave

to the united and Associated Press and over the r adlo 01 two

different occasions which apparently set the nation bussing,

if our Hllitary Intelligence was not aware of what X observed,

they would be the very firat people that Z could expect

visitors.

or

tested

orelgn

vBry

telephone

not

wis

as

serious

t or.

ranph has

Bven

the
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I have received lota of requeota from people ■'

to make a lot of wild guesses. I have baaed what I

written here in this artlele on positive faota and

guessing what it was I observed, it la Just as mueh

to me as It is to the rest of the world.

My pilot's license is 389487. I fly a Callair

it is a three-piece eingle engine land ship that Is

manufactured at Afton, Wyoming as an extremely high

high altitude airplane that was made^for mountain

national certifloate of my plane la 33366.

ilo

f a

told me

have

far as

a mystery

airplane;

designed and

performance.

Thework



KENNETH ARNOLD

Idaho businessman-

pilot attracted na

tionwide attention

in 1947. with his re

ports of "f lyi ng

discs" • -en over the

Ctsci <os All but

one of discs Arnold

saw wot" shaped like

the drawings below





Incident No. 17 - 24 June 1947, afternoon, Mt. Rainier, Washington.

One witness viewed nine "saucer-like discs" from the air calculated to be

20 to 25 miles distant, and 45-50 feet in length, (about 20 times as long as
wide) which traveled 47 miles in 102 seconds (1700 MPH). Dr. Hynel calculated

mathematically (see Appendix B) that assuming the estimate of distance to be

accurate, in order to see such detail, the objects would need to have been at

least 100 feet thick, therefore, 2000 feet long. If the estimated size is

more nearly correct, then to have been seen as described, the objects would

have been roughly six miles distant. At this distance they would have traveled

only 11 miles in 102 seconds, or approximately 400 MPH. The entire report of

this incident is replete with inconsistencies. It is to be noted that the

observer has profited from this story by selling it to Fate magazine.

AMO Opinion? The report cannot bear even superficial examination, there

fore, must be disregarded. There are strong indications that this report and

its attendant publicity is largely responsible for subsequent reports.

Source: Appendix I, Project Grudge Report, Al-IC Summary Evaluations.
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Arizona Republic, Thursday, June 26, 19^7 - p. 15s

PILOT REPORTS WEIRD OBJECTS

Pendleton, Ore., June 25 (AP) ~ Nine bright, saucer-like objects flying at

"incredible" speed at 10,000 feet altitude were reported here today by Kenneth Arnold,
Boise, Idaho, pilot, who said he could not hazard a guess as to what they axa were.

Arnold, a U.S. Forest Service employee engaged in searching for a missing plane,

said he sighted the mystery craft yesterday (6/24) at 5 p.m. They were flying between
Mt. Rainier and Mt. Adams, in Washington state, he said, and appeared to weave in and
out of formation. Arnold said he clocked them and estimated their speed at 1200 mpn.

Inquiries at Yakima last night brought only blank stares, he said, but he added
/ he talked today with an unidentified man from Ukiah, south of here, who said he had
V seen similar objects over the mountains near Ukiah yesterday (6/24).

"It seems impossible," Arnold said, "but there it is."



Mi cap Detroit Free Press, Thurs., June 26, 19^7 - P l!

(Arnold report of_6/24~AP from Pendleton; see Ariz. Republic of 6/26

for same account.)

Detroit News, Thurs., June 26, 19^7 - P- 1:

(Arnold report of 6/24, UP from Pendleton: Arnold was flying easj toward
Kt. Rainier when he saVthe objects cross directly in front of him. Check the
Chicago Tribune, 6/26, for discrepancies.)
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Chicago Daily Tribune, Thursday, June 26, 1947 - p. 1:

SEES MYSTERY AERIAL 'TRAIN1 5 MILES LONG

Pendleton, Ore., June 25 (Special)— A pilot of a private plane who arrived

here today from Yakima, Washington, said he saw something strange in the air yester

day (6/24) while flying near Mt. Rainier and insisted whatever he eaw consisted of

at least 9 units strung out over five miles and traveling at a speed he calculated

to be 1200 miles an hour.

He is Kenneth Arnold, 52, of Boise, Idaho, who uses his plane in his work as

a salesman. He said he encountered the mysterious objects while he was north of Mt.

Rainier, headed southeast. He said he was flying at 9200 feet altitude and that the

objects, an estimated 25 miles away from him when he first saw them, were traveling

due south at about 10,000 feet altitude.

A canvass of flying circles in Washington and Oregon today indicated no othertf

pilots have reported seeing such a sight as Arnold reported (wrongs Richard Rankin,

over Bakersfield, Calif, on 6/25) and Army sources in Washington said the Army is not

conducting high speed tests in the area.

"The first thing I noticed was a series of flashes in my eyes as if a mirror

was reflecting sunlight at me," he said. "I saw the flashes were coming from a series

of objects that were traveling incredibly fast. They were silvery and shiny and seemed

to be shaped like a pie plate.

"I counted nine of them as they disappeared behind the^eak.^,pX.Mt. Rainier*.*

Their speed was apparently so great I decided to tlme"~£nem. I took out "my watch and

checked off one minute and 42 seconds from tne time they ppassed Mt. Rainier until

they reached the peak of Mt. Adams, 50 miles to the south. All told, the objects

remained in view sligntly less that! two minutes from the time I first noticed them."

Arnold said his observations were made while he was flying at about 115 miles

an hour on an almost parallel course, and they "went by me lilce a rifle bullet. I

realize my observations indicate those things were traveling close to 1000 miles an

hour, but taking into consideration the angle of my observation and tne speed of my

plane, and with allowances for error, they must nave been going at least 12OU miles

per hour."

He said he calculated the length of the air train at five miles by flying over

to a mountain ridge behind which he had Been the lead object emerge about the time

the tail object disappeared. This ridge proved to be five miles long, he said.

"I am sure they were separate units," he said, ''because they weaved in flight

lilce the tail of a kite." Arnold related his story when he landed at Yakima last

night.

"About half the fellows at the airport asked me what brand I had been drinking,"

he said, "but I don't drink and I know what I saw."

After he told his story here today, Glen E. Stewart of Pendleton said he and

his wife saw a strange shiny object in the air about 7 p»m. yesterday (54)



Incident #17 (UFOCat B OO59)

^V Mt. Rainier, Washington — 24 June 194

o points o»t in the fact. J reported"

l^-^t^i^

msmm
Source: Hynek, Project Grudge, Final Report, Appendix 3.
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Cleveland Press, Friday, June 27, 1947 - p. 2:

1200 MILE PER HOUR PLANES REPORTED SIGHTED BY AMATEUR FLYER

Pendleton, Oregon, June 26— Kenneth Arnold, fire extinguisher salesman

from Boise, Idaho, landed here slightly bug-eyed yesterday and told how he spotted

"extremely shiny nickle-plated aircraft" skimming along at 10,000 feet on Tuesday

(6/24). Arnold was on a search for a missing Marine Corps plane at the time.
"They were shaped like saucers and were so thm I could barely see them,"

he told Jack Whitman, a local businessman.

"There were nine of/ them and they were flying in a screwy formation about
25 miles away from me. It wasn't any military formation I ever saw before. And

they were traveling faster than I ever saw before."

He clocked their speed at about 1200 miles per hour.
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Portland Oregon Journal, Thurs., June 26, 19^7 - p. 1«

(Kenneth Arnold report, datelined AP, Pendleton—no new data;

also in headline atory, 3yron Savage report, AP, Oklahoma City, fcx of

about six weeks earlier; and W. I. Davenport report, AP, Kansas City,

on June 25—see elsewhere for details on both.)

Portland Oregon Journal, Friday, June 27, 19^7 - p. $:

ARNOLD INSISTS TALE OF FLYING 03JECTS O.K.

Pendleton, June 27 (UP)— (Followup on the original story; KA

was flying eastward 25-JO miles west of Mt. Rainier when he saw objects

flying south, against western side of Mt. Rainier. They twisted their

way above and through be high peaks between Rainier and Mt. Adams, to

the south, oscillating "like a fish flipping in the sun.")
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San Francisco Chronicle, June 27, 1947

By Associated Press

SEVERAL POINTS REPORT ON "MYSTERY DISCS IN THE SKY"

Conjectures multiplied today as widely separated areas reported apparent
confirmation of incredibly fast disc-like objacts flashing through the sky -
but skeptics remained.

First report, from Pendleton, Ore, was made by Kenneth Arnold of Boise
Idaho, who said he saw nine saucer-shaped shiny objects dipping and skimming
through the sky between Mount fiainier and Mount Adams in Washington State at an
estimated 1200 miles an hour.

Arnold, a veteran pilot and fire control engineer, clung stoutly to his
story0

"It's God's truth - I will swear it on a Bible. I saw them afad I clocked
them. They travelled 48 to 50 miles in 1 minute and 42 seconds."

(A plane traveling 48 miles in 1 minute and 42 seconds would be moving at
a speed of 1692 MFH. Arnold said he saw the objects flying in "weaving forma
tion" in a line at 10,000 feet as he piloted his own small private plane over
Mineral, Wash. He said he flew at a right angle to the line of flashing objects,

"People ask me if I thought they were missiles sent over the North Pole »
Arnold said. "I don't know what they were. But I know this - I saw them." '



The Denver Post, Saturday, June 28, 19^7> page 5s
Ft &

DISCS 5tfOT METEORS, SAYS EXPERT

.'-'^ Statement by Dr. Nininger that, from descriptions by Arnold, the discs
could not be meteors. They sound more like "mechanical objects." The Oklahoma

City report XsygM "may have b&en a meteor."

Dr. Nininger said Dr. rT L. Hopkins of Maitland, Florida, who is visiting(
him (at his laboratory in Winslow, Arizona) reported seeing falling objects on * *

Friday (6/2^) about 20 or 5° miles south of Shiprock, New Mexico. Dr. Hopkins
said the objects looked like pieces of aluminum falling to earth. Dr. Nininger

said he believed what Dr. Hopkins saw could have been a meteorite falling some

where in southeast Arizona. ^*"^O^C?
Article concludes with Col. Harold Turner1s statement from White Sands—

that "flying saucers" were jet planes. (I thought he saj^d they were meteors—tb)

\£ PAY
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Harassed Saucer-Sighter

Would Like to Escape Fuss
&7

PENDLETON, June 28 fUP)—Kenneth Arnold said Friday ho.
would like to get on one of his 1200-mile-an-hour "flying sau-,
cers" and escape from the furor caused by his story of myste
rious1 aircraft flashing over southern Washington, v

"I haven't had a moment • i peacp since I first told the story,"
the 32-year-old Boise, Idaho, business man-pilot sighed

He said a preacner called him from Texas and informed him
that the strange objects Arnold claims to have seen batting
through the ozone actually were
harbingeisf of doomsday

Arnold said he didn't get the
preacher's name during their
phone conversation, but the

minister said he was getting

his flock "ready for the end of

this world."
That was unnerving, accord

ing to Arnold, but it wasn't half
as disconcerting as the episode

in a Pendleton cafe.

Arnold sfid a woman rushed
in, took one look at him and
then dashed out shrieking,

"There's the man who saw the

men from Mars." She rushed
out of the eating place "sobbing

that she would have to do some
thing for the children," Arnold

added with a shudder.
Arnold, a representative of a

fire control equipment firm
startled the country Thursday

by reporting he had seen nine
shiny, round objects skimming

through the air in formation

between Mt. Rainier, Wash,
and Mt. Adams Arnold said he
was able to clock them with the
stop watch on his own plane's KENNETH ARNOLD
instrument panel. He said they w „»__,„. »»_,»,_«.:♦•• i. »
were spinning off a neat 1200 He started "hatnt hunt
miles per hour.

Airmen Quote Figures

"This whole thing has gotten
out of hand," Arnold went on.
"I want to talk to the FBI or
someone."

"Half the people I see look
at me as a combination Einstein,

Flash Gordon and screwball. I
wonder what my wife back in
Idaho thinks."
But all .the hoopla and hys

terics haven't caused Arnold
to change his mind or back
down He doesn't care if the
experts laugh him off. He said
most of his aviator friends tell
him that what he saw were
probably either one of two
things: New planes or guided
missiles still in the United States
army air forces' secret category.

Some theorized they were ex

perimental equipment of an

other nation, probably Russia.

"Most people," he said, "tell

me I'm right."
But meanwhile, aeronautical

experts in Washington and else

where were teeing off on Ar
nold's story with facts and fig

ures straight out of the books.
Their principle point seemed

to be that if Arnold's saucers
moved as fast as he claimed,
they couldn't have been tracked
with anything short of radar.

The fastest man has yet flown
is 647 miles per hour—a record
set recently by Col. Albert

Boyd in a P-80.

"c a* '{
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Science & Mechanics

time/place of sighting. June 24, 1947, at approxi
mately 3.00 pm local time/vicinity of Mt. Rainier,
Washington between Mt Rainier and Mt Adams
duration- One minute, 42 seconds ^^j^^—-,
NUMBER OP OBSERVERS One. >iU**Jl '■ «jWiwt*iEJk£-
type of observer Pilot of privately owned air

plane

NUMBER OF OBJECTS Nine.

observer reliability. Appeared to be good.

shape. Disc-shaped.

dimensions- Two-thirds the size of a Douglas DC-4
transport

color Silvery bright when sunlight reflected off the
objects

sound None

altitude Approximately 9,500 feet

speed: Second estimate was 1,656 71 miles an hour

(almost three times faster than any known aircraft,
conventional or experimental, at the time, since

estimate of speed depends on knowledge of dis

tance of an object, another estimate was afterward
made by an Air Force scientist (based on a shorter
distance) of 400 mph, the observer's original esti
mate (later corrected) was 1,200 mph

tactics According to the observer, the UFOs flew

in a chain-like line as if they were linked together,

rather in the same manner of geese, every few

seconds, two or three of the objects would dip or

change course slightly, they flew in a line spread

out over an estimated five miles

comment This is the famous case of Kenneth

Arnold, first person ever to sight a UFO^Dunng a

press interview, Mr~~KrnoI3~aescribetr"lhe objects

he saw as appearing like saucers skipping over

water Hence the phrase "flying saucer" was coined.

He was interviewed at length by a representative

from Headquarters of the Fourth Air Force, Office

of the Assistant Chief of Staff, A-2 Intelligence, at

Hamilton Field, California Results of the interview

were sent to Headquarters of the (then) U S. Army

Air Forces, addressed to the Commanding General,

in Washington, DC, on July 17, 1947 The inter

viewer made the following statement in his report.

"It is the personal opinion of the interviewer that

Mr Arnold actually saw what he stated that he saw.

It is difficult to believe that a man of Mr Arnold's

character and apparent integrity would state that

he saw objects and write up a report to the extent

that he did if he did not see them To go further, if

Mr. Arnold can write a report of the character that

he did while not having seen the objects that he

claimed he saw, it is the opinion of the interviewer

that Mr Arnold is in the wrong business, that he

should be writing Buck Rogers fiction."

However, the conclusion of the Army Air Forces

was that Mr Arnold had seen a mirage because of

the stable atmospheric conditions at the time, con

ditions associated with weather inversions and

which increase the refraction-index of the atmos

phere. ■



Let us first review some widely known facts.

The shapes and the inscrutable portents of the flying disks first broke
upon the skies of the world in the early months of 1947, with several
sightings reported to the Air Force. The story first reached the na
tion on June 24, 1947, when a private pilot named Kenneth Arnold
was flying from Chehahs to Yakima, Wash. Some 25 miles away,
Arnold saw nine "saucerlike things . . . flying like geese in a diagonal

chainlike line," approaching Mount Rainier. They swervecfin and out
oi the high peaks at a speed Arnold estimated to be 1,200 mph.

Arnold told the whole story to his home-town newspaper, and like
summer lightning it flashed across the country. Within a month sau-
cers had been reported by people in 40 states. For the public (as Life
itself merrily reported in its issue of July 21, 1947) the saucers pro-
vided the biggest game of hey-diddle-diddle in history. Any man,
woman or child with talent enough to see spots before his eyes could
get his name in a newspaper.



H Veai One had opened on June 24, 1047, when a .ftoise

businessman named Kenneth Arnold reported seeing a

chain of ljme 'sauccihke things" glinting in the sun^as,

they (lew at 1,200 mph—tune the speed of sound—ne.u Mt.t
Raima His stoiy snared the nation's imagination with)

one baffling fact No known aircraltSiv the world had!
broken the sonic bairier at that time, "I don't believe it,"|

Arnold s'aid, "but 1 saw it." tF~f a \

The skeptics were bolstered by the djs-j
covery that Arnold's account had some

holes in it. His estimates of the size of
the objects and tKeir distance from his'
plane did not jibe. He reported them toj
be 20 to 25 miles away and from 45 to

50 feet in length. When his sighting was<

analyzed, it was discovered that objects

of that size cannot be resolved by the,

naked eye from that distance. If his esti-i

mate of size was correct, the objects were

only six or seven miles away—and flying

at about 400 mph, well inside the range

of conventional craft.



Another Anniversary
The other anniversary that passed by without my realising it came

the same week-the 10th birthday of Ken Arnold's sighting of the
;amous string of flying saucgps over central Washington state and
his subsequent report ffl theEast Oregonian, which in turn printed
the first modern "flying saucer" story, and the same day gave the
story to the Associated Press, which flashed the news to the nation!
and the world. From then on there has hardly ever been a week;
without some story about a flying saucer or a UFO, as most unidenti
fied objects now are called by the press and radio-TV interests. ,
We could have given Arnold's original flying saucer story a mucb

better play than we did except for an approaching deadline. It was
almost noon and Arnold came into the office and gave me the story.
I wrote a couple of pages of copy and Bill Bequette, then news ed.tor
jf the E O , gave it as good a head as he could—a two-column head!
m the front page—without completely revising the paper. The story
was almost smack on the deadline, and the press was rolling not lone
after that.

Then Bill forwarded the story to the A P. in Portland, and after |
the first national bulletin, the A.P asked Bequette for further infor-
mation, and he obtained a much lengthier interview from Arnold—
which served as the basis for a longer E. O. story the following day
Since then there have been magazine articles, books, countless news
paper stories, and countless more radio and TV reports. One of my

souvenirs is a book written by Arnold aboul his sighting the disc-
like objects that June day in 1947, and what happened the next few
weeks—and of course Arnold autographed it appropriately.

Arnold has been a* regular visitor here since then, and right now

he's on the trail of a paying uranium mine in the southwest—following
a close shave with death m a forced landing after an aerial prospect- i
mi trip J

4, 19S1
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BOISE, HMffO — Still flying planes but

spotting no flying saucers since 1952 is

Kenneth Arnold, who started the whole
hullabaloo sixteen years ago. He does his
.flying as president of a uranium-prospect

ing company, and as

head of a fire-fighting-
equipment firm. Last

year, however, Arnold

took time off from those
two activities, used his

plane for politics He

won a primary cam

paign to become the

Republican candidate
for lieutenant governoi,

but lost the election. (He plans to try foi
the governor's spot the next time out.) Now
48, Arnold lives here with his wife, Doris,
and daughters Karla, 17, Kim, 9, and Katn,
7. (Their oldest, Kiska, is married) Arnold
still stoutly maintains: "I saw what I saw
—and they weren't clouds."

Newsweek, August 5,1963



b* UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL May 13, 1961|.
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/-> THE PILOT ".'IIO DISCOVERED THE "FLYING SAUCERS" 17 YEARS AGO

^ SAYS THEY ARE STILL AROUND BUT NOT bEING REPORTED IN MOST

INSTANCES.

V" KEN ARNOLD TOLD NORMAN MARTIN OF U-P-I IN BOISE, IDAHO,

^ THAT HE USUALLY STEERS CLEAR OF NEWSMEN BECAUSE "I'VE BEEN

BURNED AND BURNED BY PRESS AND MAGAZINE TREATMENTS." ARNOLD

CONTINUES---"EVERY TIME I TALK TO A NEWSMAN ABOUT THE STRANGE

THINGS I SAW, I GET IN TROUBLE BUT I HAVE TO BELIEVE IN THEM

BECAUSE I'VE SEEN THEM 'COUNTLESS TIMES."

ARNOLD WAS FLYING A SEARCH MISSION FOR A LOST PILOT OVER

MOUNT RAINIER IN WASHINGTON ON JUNE 2lj.th OF lgljj WHEN HIS PLANE

WAS BUZZED BY GREEN GLOWING OBJECTS. ARNOLD SAYS HE GAVE CHASE

^ BUT THE OBJECTS VANISHED IN THE .TWI-LIGHT. K D ? 3

THE NEXT DAY ARNOLD TOLD NE7SMEN OF THE OBJECTS HE SAW

THAT "LOOKED LIKE SAUCERS SKIPPING OVER WATER" AND THE FLYING

SAUCER PHENOMENA WAS BORN. ARNOLD, STILL A PILOT AND RUNNING

HIS FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT BUSINESS BY AIR INSTEAD OF CAR, SAYS

MANY OBJECTS HAVE BEEN SPOTTED SINCE HE FIRST REPORTED IT BUT

THEY REMAIN SECRET BECAUSE OF THE "SENSATIONAL" TREATMENT GIVEN

BY NEWSMEN.

ARNOLD SAYS ALL THE OBJECTS HE HAS SEEN ARE PULSATING

GREEN IN COLOR THEY ARE VERY FAST BUT CAN COME TO A SWIFT

-^ HALT. HE SAYS TIE OBJECTS HAVE NO COCKPITS OR WINGS AND HE

^ H£S NEVER SEEN PEOPLE INSIDE THEM

COPY-MICHAEL D. BROWNE

I £



T947 SIGHTING RECALLED

Reports of Flying Saucers Aren *t New
11947. and has seen four times i to fame, or fantasv in the knowlie has seen them. All /wwJj^tft/S {*"/

Eighteen years ago a Min

nesota native who has spent

part of his life
saw something

there he had
never seen be

fore. His re

port ignited a

controversy

that remains

unresolved to

day.

It was in

June of 1947,

while on an

aerial search,

in the sky

Arnold

that Kenneth

Arnold spotted several flat,

thin objects speeding across

the sky near Washington's

majestic Mt. Rainier.

Later a reporter asked

Arnold to describe their

flight, and he replied: "They

flew erratically — like when

you sail a saucer through

the air."

The flying saucer mystery

was born.

It has sent the fancy of

science fiction writers soar

ing into space, has brought a

skeptical U.S. Air Force into

open conflict with some of
the public, has sent church

men to their Bibles for hints

of other life in the solar sys

tem, and has reaped a har

vest for imaginative toy-

makers.

Still Unmoved

Kenneth Arnold remains

unmoved in his conviction

that what he saw that day in

since, were not psychic ex

periences, were not weather
balloons or stars or distant

planets or any other natural

I reported to the7 proper civil

phenomenon known to man.

"These things are real,"
Arnold said in a telephone

conversation from his home

in Boise, Idaho. "You have

to see well in my business, or

you wouldn't live long."

Arnold's business is fire-

fightmg. He is the president

and founder of Great West

ern Fire Control Co., Boise,

and at the age of 50 he still

flies "about 100 hours a

month" in fire control work.

Arnold, born in the small

west-central Minnesota com

munity of Sebeka, said he

took up flying in 1932 in

Minot, N.D., where his family

moved when he was seven

years old. After two years

at the University of Minne

sota, where his football ca

reer in the mid-30s was cut

short by injury, he went to

Idaho. He has lived there
since.

He has, among other

things, been a deputy U.S.
marshal for Idaho, and was

the Republican nominee for
lieutenant governor of the
state in 1962. He was beaten

in the general election.

Claim to Fame

But Arnold's greatest claim

eyes of some, came that day
18 years ago in the sky over

Washington.

"What I saw back in 1947

aeronautics authorities,"

Arnold said. "I didn't mean

it to be what it was, and I

know he has seen them. All
of them have one thing in

common — a pulsating or

power comes from the cen

ter of them. You can watch

a grbup of these _things and

'] they pulsate like ~i firefly.

'There is something in the

identified flying objects they

have observed.

"Every now and then a

pilot will look me up and
say 'Well, Ken, I just joined

your club — I saw one of

was amazed at the public re- center that gives off terrific
action — more so than at brightness. The brightness
the sighting. I thought may- seems to be given off by

be we had some new type of
aircraft . . , but when I re

ported their speed, I was told
we had nothing that fast.

Since that first sighting,

Arnold said, he has observed
similar objects on four other
occasions, and has talked

with "250 or 300 pilots
through the years" who have

seen them.

His observations of those

things in the sky are a con

trast to the popular belief

among saucer-believers that

they are spaceships from an

other planet.

'Not Machines'

While noting that he first

thought the objects might be
aircraft, Arnold went on to
say that "after four other I
sightings, my impression was
that these things are not
machines, but something alive

that has enough intelligence

... that they are as aware of
you as you are aware of

them.

"If a person has actually
seen one of these things,

there are certain inflections

and things he says so you

pulsation...

"I do think that the im
pressions I have had and
those of others are that
these things do have the
ability to change density.

"Almost every plausible
explanation has been offered
but not one of these would

satisfy me."

1952 Sighting

While sightings by the
thousands are reported from

around the world each year,

Arnold said the last time he
observed the objects was in

1952.

He said he was flying

over Mt. Lassen, in Cali
fornia, an active volcano,
when he made the sighting
"I was at about 12,000 feet
when two of them wem

under me. They dived intc

a canyon."

Arnold said he also sav

the objects while on flight
near LaGrgnde, Ore

McDermitt, Nev., and

Idaho.

He said he worked in as
sociation with the Air Forci
for two years in investiga

ng the mysterious flying

Dbjects and "wrote a book

ailed 'The Coming of the
Saucers' — a factual book

laving to do with my asso-

iation with military intelli

gence."

Arnold, 'married and the
father of four girls, said he
has investigated thousands
of flying saucer reports him

self, has received "over 10,-

000 letters in the last 15 to

17 years," and has received

hundreds of requests from
people asking him to join

flying saucer clubs.

True Experiences?

"The reason I stopped in

vestigating this type of
thing was that I got to the

point where in interviewing

someone it was almost im

possible to tell if they had

true experiences — whether

it was physical or psychic,"

he said.

"I'd say that probably 65

or 70 per cent of the letters

have had more or less reli

gious connotations to them.

I don't necessarily put this"

on the subject of saucers,

Arnold said.

'The veteran pilot, who

said he has logged more

than 12,000 hours of flying
time, has "something over

100" tape recordings from

other pilots describing un-

those funny

Arnold said.

things ,too,'

"One of the airline pilots

here has seen them more
than 35 different times," he

added.

Solid Supporter

Among those solidly be
hind Arnold is Ray Palmer
of rural Amhurst, Wis.,

owner of a publishing firm
that prints, among other

things, the magazine "Fly

ing Saucers."

"I don't think anyone

questions his (Arnold's) in

tegrity," Palmer said Tues

day. "He's more conserva

tive than I would be in his

position."

Palmer, whose

magazine has a

bimonthly

worldwide

circulation of about 20,000,

said that from his investiga

tion of the saucers "I'm in

clined to go along with Mr.

Arnold and put them in an

atmospheric origin. Inter

planetary would be the last

place I would describe as

their origin."

But Palmer added that

"I don't think anyone can

tell from observation what

they are. My opinion might
go both ways. Possibly they
are some form of natural

living creature. It's also pos

sible they are some kind of
secret invention, though I'd

be inclined to rule that out."
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Comments on Arnold case, from JEM's letter 9/7/67

"Near the end of paragraph yoy imply the objects passed

behind 'Goat Rocks' (that is proper identification for

them). I discussed that in some detail with Arnold and

believe I have it correct that the peak was an outlier on

the southwest flank of Mt. Rainier. Goat Rocks lie about

half-way between Rainier and Mt. Adams. See map. ...

After making some remarks above about details in Arnold's

1947 sighting, I have gone over my files and reviewed

Arnold's own statements. You are right, he did say in

one version that he saw the objects swerving among the

peaks near the Goat RockB. But when I talked with him

about fcthat he was not so sure of it. As you will see

from the map, Goat Rocks don't extend above about 6,000

or 7,000 feet. He states in one version that they were

snow-covered, but I believe that's quite doubtful for

that time of year. All this boil3 down to my postscript

remark that you had just better play that one in whatever

way you see fit, rather than to take my suggestions on it.1
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Incident #28 (UFOOat B OO38)

Boise,' Idaho — 24 June 1947 "'

• Any probably astronomical explanation for this incident is dependent
upon the hour of observation, which \isr not stated in the information given
with the summary.

An unconfirmed statement (by Mr. Markham, quoted in material submitted
relative to incident #10l)* that the observation was made at 3«?0 P.M. allows
for no possible astronomical explanation other than that'a persistent meteor
train may have been observed. Such a phenomenon might have given the general
impression suggested by the limited description of the incident.**

If, however, the'observation occurred during the early evening hours,
shortly after sunset, whi'ch occurred that day at about 8:00 P.M. local time,
then it is extremely likely that Lt. Gov. Whitehead saw either the planet
Saturn or Mercury. Mercury set almost exactly an hour after the sun and was
of stellar magnitude pknH± plus 1. Saturn, of magnitude plus 0.8 and hence
about once again as bright as Mercury, set two hours after the sun. A bright

planet shining through thin cirrus clouds could give the impression of a "comet-
like object."

Sources Hynek, Project Grudge, Final Report. Appendix B.

* Norcatur, Kansas, 18 February 1948, meteor report. According to local
and wire service accounts, the Boise sighting was made at 3»2O p.m. local
time, on 24 June 1947. —IB.

**An examination of the Whitehead case file in Project Blue Book during
January, 1967, indicated the only source material at that time consisted of
an abbreviated wire service account of the incident, which did not specify

the precise .time but implied, in the context, that-it took place toward

evening. There was ho indication present in the files that any investigator

had contacted the witnesses for first-hand information. —TB.



CONTACT:

Jerome Clark or

Curtis Fuller

(312) 433-4550

KEN ARNOLD TO RECOUNT FIRST SIGHTINGS OF "FLYING SAUCERS"

The Modern UFO Age was born on June 24, 1947, when private pilot

Kenneth Arnold saw nine disc-shaped objects flying in formation over Mt.

Rainier, Washington. Describing them to reporters, Arnold compared their

motion to that of "saucers skipping over water." Not long after that, as

he was preparing the story for the Associated Press v/ires, Bill Bequette

of the Pendelton East Oregonian dubbed the phenomena "flying saucers."

Now, 30 years later to the day, Arnold will re-live his experi

ence as keynote speaker at the International UFO Congress to be held at

the Chicago Pick Congress Hotel, Friday through Sunday, June 24-26, 1977.

Arnold will also discuss, among other experiences, his research into the

strange Maury Island case that ended in the deaths of two United States

Airmen.

Even 30 years ago, though, "flying siuc^r^" vert*, not all that

new, even by that name. John Martin had seen something cruising "at a

wonderful speed" over his Denison, Texas, ranch on January 24, 1878; he

said it looked like a "saucer." The first known sighting of an Unidenti

fied Flying Obj-ect in this country occurred over Boston in 1735. As far

back as the middle ages, however, Europeans were reporting "ships in the

sky" populated by mysterious beings. Ancient Roman writings refer to

"shields" v/hich flashed through the air and frightened the armies of the

empire.

One of the biggest UFO waves in history took place in 1897 with

an epidemic of unexplained "airship" sightings all across the United

States. Similar objects appeared over western Europe, South Africa, New

Zealand and North America during the next two decades. Charles Fort,

perhaps the first man ever to recognize the significance of these kinds

of events, wrote four books between 1919 and 1932 chronicling, among

other things, hundreds of reports of unknown aerial phenomena.

"Foo fighters," described usually as amorphous globes of light

exhibiting seemingly intelligent behavior, plagued both Allied and Axis

pilots during World War II. Each side thought the objects were secret

INTERNATIONAL U.F.O. CONGRESS, Ltd.

500 Hyacinth Place, Highland Park. Illinois 60035 (312) 433-4550
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weapons developed by the other. In 1946, northern Europe was inundated with

"ghost rockets" — strange missile-shaped flying objects which figured in over

a thousand reports but which have never been identified.

By late 1947 the U.S. Air Force was deeply involved in UFO investiga

tion. In mid-1948, a group of officers put together an "Estimate of the Situa

tion" which concluded that UFOs probably were of extraterrestrial origin. The

Pentagon rejected the report and by the next year, when the Air Force reorganized

its UFO research bureau under the name Project Grudge (later changed to Project

Blue Book), it had embarked upon what would be a mostly-uninterrupted career of

UFO debunking and inadequate investigation. In 1969, after an Air Force-

commissioned (and much-criticized) University of Colorado study had concluded

that UFOs don't exist, Project Blue Book dropped quietly out of existence.

It was not missed. By the end of its career it had lost virtually

all of its credibility. Even its chief scientific consultant, Northwestern

University astronomer Dr. J. Allen Kynek, had taken public issue with its

methods and conclusions. Hynek, though by nature a cautious man, had concluded

after almost 20 years' investigation that UFOs represent a real phenomenon of

potentially explosive significance. Taking heart from Hynek's example, other

scientists have declared their dissatisfaction with the way official and

academic bodies have attempted to discount UFO bightings. Ufology, it appears,

is well on its way to becoming a new science.

It will have plenty to study. A Gallup Poll conducted in late 1973

revealed that over 15 million Americans believe they have seen UFOs. Since

UFOs have been observed in every other country of the world as well, it is

clear we are dealing with truly staggering numbers of reports.

But what do these reports suggest? Beyond a generally-shared con

sensus view that something very strange is going on, serious researchers are

not sure. UFOs appear to be intelligently-controlled, able to travel at

enormous speeds, to perform amazing maneuvers without obvious difficult and to

cause electromagnetic interference with vehicles and electric power. Numerous

reports from apparently reliable witnesses describe UFO landings and occupants.

In some controversial cases, people even claim ambiguous communications from

UFO beings. Psychic phenomena seem to be playing an increasing role in UFO

manifestations.

The popular theory that UFOs are nuts-and-bolts spacecraft has

gradually given way to a more open-ended approach, one which proposes that the

phenomenon may represent a mystery of even greater dimensions. As Dr. Hynek

concludes in his book "The UFO Experience" (Regnery, 1972), "When the long

awaited solution to the UFO problem comes, 1 believe"that it will prove to be

not merely the next small step in the march of science but a mighty and totally

unexpected quantum jump.1'



MAIN LECTURE AND DISCUSSION

PROGRAM FOR INTERNATIONAL

U.F.O. CONGRESS
(Changes will be posted on Second Floor Bulletin Board)

Friday, June 24, 1977

GREAT HALL GOLD ROOM

REGISTRATION 10:00 A.M.

1:30 P.M.

THE HARD EVIDENCE

FOR UFOs. Prof. James

Harder of the University of

California and Coral and James

Lorenzen who head APRO

take a look at UFOs as hard

ware and consider other phys

ical evidence

3:00 P.M.

THE PSYCHIC SIDE OF

UFOs. Dr. Berthold Eric

Schwarz has studied UFOs from

the parapsychological view

point He is a psychiatrist and

consultant to "Flying Saucer

Review"

ARE UFOs FROM OUTER

SPACE? Frank Salisbury, exo-

biologist and director of the

Plant Science Department of

the State University of Utah is

an expert on the possibilities

and problems of extraterrestrial

visitors

4:30 P.M.

1976 HUMANOID SIGHT

INGS — A Catalog of Close

Encounters of the Third Kind.

Ted Bloecher is a pioneer UFO

- researcher who has been study

ing the UFO problem for more

than 20 years He is currently

working with the Center for

UFO Studies

FANS, FANATICSANDTHE

FRINGE: The UFO Contro

versy. David M. Jacobs, assis

tant professor of history at

Temple University is author of

the important book "The UFO

Controversy in America" and

consultant to the film "UFOs,

Past, Present and Future"

7:45 P.M.

HOW IT ALL BEGAN: 30

YEARS OF UFOs. Kenneth

Arnold, skilled mountain pilot

whose sightings over the Cas

cade Mountains in Washington

State exactly 30 years ago today

began the modern UFO era,

will describe what he saw and

discuss some of his early inves

tigations into the UFO mystery

9:00 P.M.

RECEPTION — "MEET THE STARS" — autographs, general

conversations, a chance to meet the participants and speakers at

the Congress

Saturday, June 25, 1977

GREAT HALL GOLD ROOM

9:30 A.M.

CONSPIRACYOF SILENCE:

THE USAF, THE CIA AND

THE UFOs. Historian David

Jacobs will describe how the

CIA orchestrated the convening

of the famed Robertson Panel

and controlled the data pre

sented to the scientists partici

pating This profoundly influ

enced scientific attitudes

toward UFOs

10:30

ENCOUNTERS WITH UFO

BEINGS—A Symposium with

James and Coral Lorenzen,

Curtis Fuller, Ted Bloecher and

Frank Salisbury. Can UFO

beings be humanoid? What are

contactees actually reporting''

UFO PROPULSION SYS

TEMS. Stanton Friedman is a

nuclear physicist with 14 years

experience working on space

vehicles and nuclear propulsion

He believes that UFOs are hard

ware and will discuss possible

means they may be using to

travel through space

A.M.

GROUND TRACES AND

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE FOR

UFOs. Ted Phillips is an engi

neer with the Missouri State

Highway Department who has

made a hobby of investigating

the physical evidence for UFOs

and has compiled data on more

than 1,000 cases

11:30 A.M.

ENCOUNTERS WITH UFO

BEINGS, continued

GEORGE ADAMSKI: A

NEW PERSPECTIVE. David

Stupple, of the Sociology

Department of Eastern Michi

gan University, will discuss one

of the most controversial figures

in the modern history of UFOs

1:30 P.M.

THE COMING OF THE

SAUCERS. Raymond Palmer,

former editor of "Amazing

Stones" and "Fantastic Adven

tures" and now publisher of

"Space World," will talk about

the early days of the modern

UFO era and how today's con

cepts of UFOs may have been

influenced by Science Fiction

concepts of the 1930s and 1940s

WORKING WITH THE PO

LICE ON UFO INVESTIGA

TIONS. Bill Pitts, experienced

UFO field investigator, de

scribes some of his best cases

and tells how to depend on

police for leads and for mvesti-

gational help

3:00 P.M.

THE UFO PHENOMENON

AS A CONTROL SYSTEM.

It is the thesis of Dr. Jacques

Vallee that human beings are

controlled by some sort of

super-human consciousness

somehow involved with the

UFO problem Vallee is a

much-published author in the

field, groping toward an uncon

ventional explanation of the

UFO mystery

GREAT HALL GOLD ROOM

4:30 P.M.

THE MEN IN BLACK.

Jerome Clark, associate editor

of FATE and author (with

Loren Coleman) of the Warner

paperback "The Unidentified"

has done special research on

the mysterious "Men in Black"

who threaten UFO witnesses

and researchers

6:00 P.M.

International U.F.O. Congress banquuet will be held in the Gold

Room Ticketsavailablefor$12 50each The principal speaker will

be Dr. J. Allen Hynek, director of the Center for UFO Studies in

Evanston, Illinois, and executive editor of The International UFO

Reporter Hynek was official Air Force UFO investigator for more

than 20 years — and is also a professor of astronomy at North

western University He will speak on "What I Really Believe

About UFOs"

8:30 P.M.

KIDNAPPED — THE MYS

TERYOFMISSING MINUTES.

Betty Hill, who with her husband

Barney was a principal in the

most publicized abduction case

in UFO annals, will make fur

ther revelations about her

"I nterrupted Journey " Dr. Leo

Sprinkle, Professor James

Harder, and Dr. Berthold E.

Schwarz, all of whom investi

gated her case as well as other

similar abduction cases, will

discuss the problem

Sunday, June 26, 1977

GREAT HALL GOLD ROOM

8:45 A.M.

EARLY INVESTIGATIONS
OF UFOs—MAURY ISLAND

AND BEYOND. Kenneth

Arnold was fired up by his

sightings of flying saucers in

1947 and launched a personal

investigation of the mystery,

particularly the strange Maury

Island case during which two

U S airmen died in a crash

SPACEMEN OF THE PAST
— CAN WE TAKE VON

DANIKEN SERIOUSLY?

Dennis William Hauck is a

Ph D with a degree in mathe

matics He is editor of the maga

zine "Ancient Astronauts" and

has been abreast of the UFO

phenomenon as editor of the

"Mufon Journal"

9:45 A.M.

MESSAGES FROM SPACE:

Dr. R. Leo Sprinkle, psychol

ogy professor and hypnotist,

will discuss studies of persons

who claim psychic communica

tions with extraterrestrials

MY BEST PROOF — UFOs

ARE REAL. Ted Phillips, the

landing trace expert, is widely

regarded as one of ufology's

best field researchers He will

outline the best evidence he has

encountered in studying more

than 1,000 cases

A.M.

CAN SCIENCE SOLVE THE

UFO MYSTERY? Frank Salis

bury, the exobiologist, appears

to believe in UFOs as solid

extraterrestrial vehicles He

asks challenging questions

about UFO purposes, interests

and planetary explorations

10:45

THE GODS OFAQUARIUS.

Brad Steiger popular author of

many UFO books including the

recent (1976) "Gods of Aquar

ius" and "Project Blue Book"

was one of the first UFO inves

tigators to seriously consider

that "contactees" might be

telling the truth Steiger will tell

Congress audiences his

conclusions

1.00 P.M.

VISITING WITH THE SPACE PEOPLE — A SYMPOSIUM

ON CONTACTEE PHENOMENA. This important discussion in
the Great Hall will include four speakers Dr. Berthold Eric
Schwarz will speak on "The Contactees Psychic World," Dr. J.

Gordon Melton's subject will be "The Virgin Mary — Ufonaut

Extraordinaire," Dr. Jacques Vallee's topic will be "UFOs and the
Fairy Faith," and Dr. David Stupple will deal with "Revelations of
the Space Brothers " There will be questions from the audience,
answers from the panel

2:30 P.M.

THE FUTURE OF UFOLOGY. Professor J. Allen Hynek will

conclude the Congress with a summary of the key ideas brought

forward and his reflections on the future of the UFO Problem
Dr Hynek believes that UFOs are but one of the signals of a

coming change in our entire approach to scientific affairs and

methods

The Congress will conclude at 3 P.M.

CHANGES WILL BE POSTED ON BULLETIN BOARDS. SPECIAL
SCHEDULES OF MOVIES WILL BE PRINTED.

WHO'S WHO AT THE

U.F.O. CONGRESS
(As of May 26, 1977)

MEET KEN ARNOLD

The Man Who Started It All

This skilled mountain pilot and Idaho businessman will

make rare speaking appearances on the 30th Anniversary

of his histoncal sighting of UFOs over the Cascade Range

in Washington State He said they looked "like saucers

skipping across water"—and thus the label "flying saucers"

was born Arnold will describe his historic flight and also

discuss his investigations into the mysterious Maury Island

UFO mystery which ended in the unexplained deaths of

two U S Airmen

TED BLOECHER, a pioneering UFO researcher, authored

the monumental "Report on the UFO Wave of 1947" and

several other historical works on UFOS He is currently

compiling "Humcat" a computer catalog of 1500 UFO oc

cupant reports He will speak on "1976 Humanoid Sight

ings" and participate in a controversial symposium "Can

Ufonauts be Humanoid9"

JEROME CLARK, associate editor of FATE, is one of

ufology's most published writers He has investigated his

torical sightings, especially those from the 1897 "airship"

wave Clark is the author, with Loren Coleman of "The

Unidentified" (Warner Books, 1975) and the forthcoming

"Creatures of the Outer Edge" Clark will discuss the mys

terious "Men in Black" who have threatened UFO

witnesses.

STANTONT. FRIEDMAN, a nuclearphysicist with 14

years' experience working with space vehicles and nuc

lear propulsion, believes that some UFOs are extra-ter

restrial He is the only space scientist in North America

known to be working full time on UFOs He will talk on

"UFO Propulsion Systems" at the International Con
gress

Reservation Form

INTERNATIONAL

UFO CONGRESS

YES, I want to register for the International UFO

Congress to be held at the Pick-Congress Hotel, 532 South

Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60605, on June 24, 25 and

26, 1977

□ Enroll me for the three-day conference I enclose my

special advance registration fee of $25 (Regular

fee $30 )

□ I can't make it for all three days, but enroll me for

June 24 ($10) , June 25 ($10 00).

June 26($10)_

designated days

I enclose my check for the

Special rates have been arranged at the Pick-Congress

Hotel for persons attending the Congress Reservation

forms will be mailed you upon receipt of your advance

registration fee if time permits

All deposits refundable up to June 10, 1977

Name

Address

City

State. _Zip

Send to International UFO Congress, Ltd , 500

Hyacinth Place, Highland Park, Illinois 60035



CONTINUOUS
MOTION PICTURES

FATE's editors have carefully selected a group of out

standing motion pictures dealing with space and UFOs

Choices are based on authenticity and historical interest

12 Hours of Continous Movies Will be Shown — Noon

to Midnight, Friday and Saturday.

2,001 — A SPACE ODYSSEY

THE FORBIDDEN PLANET

THE DAY MARS INVADED THE EARTH

DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL

THEY CAME FROM BEYOND SPACE

INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS

IT CAME FROM OUTER SPACE

WORKSHOPS
AND SEMINARS

Three rooms have been reserved at the U.F O. Congress

for workshops and seminars Here's a provisional list
of topics

Middle Ufology — Boom or Bust?

Uri Geller's Space Contact

UFOs Behind the Iron Curtain

How to Start a UFO Magazine

UFO Clubs

The Sirius Mystery

Cattle Mutilations

The Moon as a Space Base

Charles Fort — Pioneer Ufologist

Pre-1947 UFO Flaps

The Condon Report Eight Years Later

Personal UFO Sightings

Aspects of UFO History — Post 1947

Who's Who, continued

CURTIS FULLER, publisher of FATE Magazine, was
editor of "Flying" when Kenneth Arnold ushered in the
modern UFO era with his famed sighting Fuller and Ray
Palmer, then fiction editor at Ziff-Davis Publishing Com
pany, were fascinated by Arnold's experience and launched

FATE to explore similar mysteries. Since then, FATE has
published more information on UFOs than any other
magazine in the world

JAMES HARDER, professor at the University of Calif
ornia, Berkeley, an independent UFO researcher, has

probed many close encounter UFO cases. He will join

Coral and Jim Lorenzen, heads of APRO, in discussing
"The Hard Evidence for UFOs" Harder is currently focus
ing on medical engineering, especially toward the develop

ment of a mechanical implantable heart

DENNIS HAUCK, editor of "Ancient Astronauts," has
his Ph.D in mathematics from the University of Vienna
(1973). Hauck is state director of MUFON for Indiana,
editor ofMUFON UFO Journal, North American director
of the International UFO Registry, and an honorary mem
ber of the Ancient Astronauts Society He also belongs to
APRO and NICAP

BETTY HILL, with her late husband Barney, was a victim
of the most famous UFO abduction incident in flying
saucer annals. Their bizarre story was the subject of a

classic UFO book, "Interrupted Journey" by John Fuller.
Betty Hill will speak on "Kidnapped — The Mystery of
Missing Minutes."

J. ALLEN HYNEK is director of the Center for UFO
Studies in Evanston, Illinois, and executive editor of the
International UFO Reporter. Dr Hynek was the U S Air
Force astronomical consultant for UFO Projects Sign and
Blue Book and is the author of several important UFO
articles and books He will speak on "What I Really Believe
About UFOs."

DAVID M. JACOBS, assistant history professor, Temple
University and author of "The UFO Controversy in Amer
ica" has done extensive research into the history of UFOs.
He will discuss "The Conspiracy of Silence The CIA the
USAF, and UFOs."

JIM AND CORAL LORENZEN head the oldest UFO
research group in the world — the Aerial Phenomena

Research Organization (APRO), headquartered at 3910
East Klemdale Road, Tucson, Arizona 85712 They are
two of the most respected authors in ufology, their most

Who's Who, continued

recent book is "Encounters with UFO Occupants" Jim is

an electronics expert who has recently designed an elec
tronic piano. Coral serves as editor of the monthly APRO

Bulletin. They will discuss "The Hard Evidence for UFOs"

J. GORDON MELTON, FATE Magazine book editor,
is a United Methodist minister and Director of the Institute
for the Study of American Religion in Evanston, Illinois
Melton is an expert in contemporary expressions of reli
gious life, including flying saucer groups He is the author

of the forthcoming Encyclopedia of Religious Bodies in the
United States

RAYMOND PALMER, publisher of "Space World" was
internationally known in science fiction as editor of

"Amazing Stones" and "Fantastic Adventures" when he
decided to launch FATE Magazine with co-founder Curtis
Fuller. Palmer left FATE in 1955 and for many years
published "Flying Saucers " He will discuss the elements
of science fiction that he perceives in UFO phenomenon

TED PHILLIPS probably knows more about the physical
evidences for UFOs than any other investigator He is an
authority on landing trace cases He is an associate of The

Center for UFO Studies in Evanston and has compiled a
catalog of over 1,000 such incidents, many of which he has
investigated personally

BILL PITTS, businessman of Fort Smith, Ark , has inves
tigated hundreds of UFO cases and is the only field investi

gator for the four major UFO organizations — APRO,

MUFON, NICAP and the Center for UFO Studies Pitts
will discuss working with the police on various UFO
investigations.

FRANK SALISBURY, director of the Plant Science
Department of the State University of Utah, is an expert on
the possibilities of extraterrestrial life and authored the
important study, "The Utah UFO Display, 1974" He will

talk on "Sightings of Humanoid UFO Occupants" and
present evidence on the question. "Are UFOs from Outer
Space7"

DR. BERTHOLD ERIC SCHWARZ, psychiatrist and
Fellow of the American Psychiatric Association, brings
psychiatric techniques to UFO problems in an effort to

document both the subjective and the paranormal aspects
of the UFO experience. Dr Schwarz will talk on "The
Psychic Side of UFOs"

Who's Who, continued

R. LEO SPRINKLE, associate professor of psychology at
the University of Wyoming, is an expert on the use of

hypnosis in counselling and has hypnotically regressed a

number of persons who claim to have encountered UFO

occupants. He will discuss some of his sensational observa

tions under the title "Messages from Space" and will also

join Betty Hill in discussing her abduction case

BRAD STEIGER is the popular author of numerous

books about unexplained phenomena Three of them,
"The Aquarian Revelations," "Revelation The Divine

Fire" and "Mysteries of Time and Space" are considered
classics in the fields of ufology and paranormal research

Steiger will speak on "UFOs and The Gods of Aquarius"
at the Congress

DAVID STUPPLE, assistant professor of Sociology at

Eastern Michigan University, holds a Ph D (1969) from

the University of Missouri He has- been studying the

contactee movement for some time and is developing a

social history of the idea of social contact with Extra

terrestrials Dr Stupple is also a consultant to MUFON

JACQUES VALLEE is a computer expert who has

studied thousands of UFO sightings and authored five

major works on UFOs, including "Anatomy of a Phenom

enon," "Passport to Magonia" and "The Invisible College."

Vallee holds a master's degree in astrophysics and a Ph D

in computer science He will discuss his views that UFOs

represent a different order of reality

ABOUT THIS CONGRESS
The International U.F O Congress is sponsored by Inter

national U.F O Congress, Ltd , 500 Hyacinth Place, '
Highland Park, Illinois. The Congress is timed to com- j

memorate the 30th Anniversary sighting of UFOs over

the Cascade Range in Washington by Kenneth Arnold, i
which ushered in the modern UFO era. I

LOCATION. Pick-Congress Hotel, 520 South Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60605 Accessible from all major toll- ,

ways and expressways. Take any to the Eisenhower ■'
Expressway (1-90) and head due east to Michigan Avenue

The hotel is at the southeast corner i

PARKING. Underground on Michigan, or street level lots
on Congress and Wabash |

SATURDAY NIGHT BANQUET. We have planned a {
gala evening of fine food and exceptional entertainment for
a select number of people Banquet tickets are $12.50 each |

You Are Not Alone

Presidents See UFOs Too.

Will President Carter

Open Up All The

UFO Files?

"I am convinced UFOs exist because I have seen one,"

President Carter reported last spring

"If I become President, I'll make every piece of informa

tion this country has about UFO sightings available to the

public and the scientists"

The President saw his UFO at night in 1973 in Thomas-

ton, Ga , after speaking to the Lions Club there

"It was the darndest thing I've ever seen," he said "It

was big, it was very bright, it changed colors and it was

about the size of the moon We watched it for 10 minutes,

but none of us could figure out what it was

"One thing's for sure, I'll never make fun of people who

say they've seen unidentified objects in the sky1"

INTERNATIONAL

U.F.O. CONGRESS

What

"Unsettling

Disclosures"

will the

Government

Make on UFOs

Before the

Year is Out?

The April 18 issue of "U.S. News &

World Report" stated that before the

end of 1977 "the Government — per

haps the President — is expected to

make what are described as 'unsettling

disclosures' about UFOs based on in

formation from the CIA!"

LEARN EVERYTHING

PUBLICLY KNOWN AT

THE INTERNATIONAL

U.F.O. CONGRESS

June 24, 25, 26, 1977

Pick-Congress Hotel

Chicago, Illinois
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FATE Magazine is Proud to Announce the

INTERNATIONAL UFO CONGRESS
June 24, 25, 26, 1977

Pick-Congress Hotel

Chicago, Illinois

Commemorating the 30th anniversary, June 24, 1947, of Kenneth Arnold's historic sightings of UFO's

over the Cascade Mountains. Hear the true story of his findings from the man who invented the term

FLYING SAUCERS! -

PLUS the greatest galaxy of UFO authorities ever assembled:

Betty Hill

Coral and James Lorenzen

Frank Salisbury

Jacques Vallee

James Harder

J. Allen Hynek

R. Leo Sprinkle

Ted Bloecher

David M. Jacobs

Raymond A. Palmer

Berthold Eric Schwarz

Jerome Clark

Curtis Fuller

and many other authorities.

LEARN THE

ANSWERS TO

THESE BAFFLING

UFO MYSTERIES:

The CIA-FBI Cover-up Conspiracy . .. The Men in

Black — are they for real? The Hard Evidence ... UFO

Propulsion Systems, The Case For and Against Human-

oids; UFO's in History ... The Paraphysical Hypothesis

for UFO's, UFO Contactees — Abductions; the Claims of

George Adamski; Ground Traces and Photographs; the

Most Convincing UFO Sightings; and UFO's and the

Ancient Astronauts .. . PLUS latest findings by FATE's

Outstanding panel of experts.

Space is limited. Mail Your Reservation TODAY!

• Lectures • Seminars

• Exhibits

• Continuous movies

Your opportunity to have your ques

tions answered by experts. Enter

tainment and Education for the entire

family.

Guarantee Your Attendance With This Reservation Form
30th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

YES, I want to register for the International UFO Congress to be held at the
Pick-Congress Hotel, 532 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III 60605 on June 24,
25 and 26, 1977

□ Enroll me for the three-day conference I enclose my special advance registration fee of
$25 (Regular fee $30 )

Special rates have been arranged at the Pick-Congress Hotel for persons attending the
International UFO Congress Reservation forms will be mailed you upon receipt of your
advance registration fee

All deposits are refundable up to June 10, 1977

Name

Address

City

State

'"I

-Zip

Send to International UFO Congress, Ltd , 500 Hyacinth PI, Highland Park, IL 60035



June 26, 1947: Los Angeles Times

Pendleton,Ore. June 25 Kenneth Arnold reported seeing nine shiny

objects flying at 1,200 miles an hour over the Cascade Hange of

western Washington. The objects were bright and saucer-like,flying

at 10,000 feet altitude. When first sighted they were approximately

25-30 miles away, and flying north.
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June 29,1947: Los Angeles Times

White Sends Proving Ground,N.M. June 28 The Kenneth Arnold report
of seeing nine objects which flew like flying' saucers and supported
by other residents in the northwest area as having seen flying objects,
was discounted by Air Force officers in New Mexico.Lt.Col. Harold H.
Turner,Commanding Officer of the Army's Rocket Proving Ground, said
the disks must have been jet airplanes.
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1947 SIGHTING RECALLED

Reports of Flying Saacprs Aren't New
Eighteen years ago a Min

nesota native who has spent

part of his life in the sky

saw something

there he had

never seen be

fore His re

port ignited a

c o n t r oversy

that remains

unresolved to
day

It was in

aerial search, that Kenneth

Arnold spotted several flat,
thin objects speeding across
the sky near Washington's
'■najestic Mt. Rainier.

Later a reporter asked

Arnold to describe their
flight, and he replied- "They
flew erratically — like when
you sail a saucer through
the air "

The flying saucer mystery
was born

It has sent the fancy of
science fiction writers soar

ing into space, has brought a

skeptical U S Air Force into
open conflict with some of
the public, has sent church
men to their Bibles for hints

of other life in the solar sys
tem, and has reaped a har

vest for imaginative toy-
makers

Still Unmoved

Kenneth Arnold remains

unmoved in his conviction

that what he saw that day in

1947, and has seen four times

since, were not psychic ex

periences, were not weather

balloons or stars or distant

planets or any other natural
I reported to the proper civil

\ phenomenon known to man

"These things are real,"

Arnold said in a telephone

conversation from his home

in Boise, Idaho "You have

to see well in my business, or

you wouldn't live long "

Arnold's business is fire-

fighting. He is the president

and founder of Great West

ern Fire Control Co, Boise,

and at the age of 50 he still

flies "about 100 hours a

month" in fire control work.

Arnold, born in the small

west-central Minnesota com

munity of Sebeka, said he

took up flying in 1932 in

Minot, N.D , where his family

moved when he was seven

years old After two years

at the University of Minne

sota, where his football ca

reer in the mid-30s was cut

short by injury, he went to

Idaho. He has lived there

since.

He has, among other

things, been a deputy U S.

marshal for Idaho, and was

the Republican nominee for
lieutenant governor of the
state in 1962 He was beaten

in the general election.

Claim to Fame

But Arnold's greatest claim

to fame, or fantasy in the

eyes of some, came that day

18 years ago in the sky over
Washington.

, "What I saw back in 1947

aeronautics authorities,"

Arnold said. "I didn't mean

.it to be what it was, and I

was amazed at the public re-

[ action — more so than at
'the sighting. I thought may

be we had some new type of'
aircraft . . but when I re

ported their speed, I was told

we had nothing that fast.

Since that first sighting,
Arnold said, he has observed
similar objects' on four other
occasions, and has talked

with "250 or 300 pilots
through the years" who have
seen them.

His observations of those
things in the sky are a con
trast to the popular belief

among saucer-believers that

they are spaceships from an- i
i other planet. I

'Not Machines'

While noting that he first

thought the objects might be
aircraft, Arnold went on to

say that "after four other

sightings, my impression was
that these things are not
machines, but something alive

that .has enough intelligence

. . . that they are as aware of

you as you are aware of

them.

"If a person has actually
seen one of these things,

there are certain inflections

and things he says so you

know he has seen them. All
of them have one thing in
common — a pulsating or

power comes from the cen

ter of them. You can watch

a group of these things and^g

they pulsate like a firefly

"There is something in the

center that gives off terrific
brightness The brightness

seems to be given off by
pulsation ..

"I do think that the im

pressions I have had and
those of others are that
these things do have the
ability to change density.

"Almost every plausible

explanation has been offered,

but not one of these would

satisfy me "

1952 Sighting

While sfghtings by the
thousands are reported from
around the world each year,

Arnold said the last time he
observed the objects was in
1952

He said he was flying
over Mt Lassen, in Cali

fornia, an active volcano,
when he made the sighting
"I was at about 12,000 feet
when two of them went

under me They dived into
a canyon."

Arnold said he also saw

the objects while on flights
near LaGrande, Ore,
McDermitt, Nev., and in
Idaho.

He said he worked in as
sociation with the Air Force
for two years in investigat

ing the mysterious flying

.objects and "wrote a book

"called 'The Coming of the
Saucers' — a factual book

having to do with my asso

ciation with military intelli

gence."

Arnold, married and the

father of four girls, said he

has investigated thousands

of flying saucer reports him

self, has received "over 10,-

000 letters in the last 15 to

17 years," and has received

hundreds of requests from
] people asking him to join
flying saucer clubs.



True Experiences?

"The reason I stopped in

vestigating this type of

thing was that I got to the

point where in interviewing

someone it was almost im

possible to tell if they had

true experiences — whether

it was physical or psychic."
he said. *

"I'd say that probably 65
or 70 per cent of the letters

have had more or less reli
gious connotations to them

I don't necessarily put this"

on the subject o f saucers,
Arnold said

The veteran pilot, who

said he has logged more

than 12,000 hours of flying
time, has "something over

100" taps recordings from

other pilots describing un

identified flying objects theyi
have observed.

"Every now and then a
pilot will look me up and
say 'Well, Ken, I just joined
your club — I saw one of
those funny things too,'"
Arnold said.

"One of the airline pilots
here has seen them more
than 35 different times," he
added

Solid Supporter

Among those solidly be
hind Arnold is Ray Palmer
of rural Amhurst, Wis,
owner of a publishing firm
that prints, among other
things, the magazine "Fly
ing Saucers "

"I don't think anyone
questions his (Arnold's) in
tegrity," Palmer said Tues
day. "He's more conserva-

-trve than I would be in his
position."

Palmer, whose bimonthly
magazine has a worldwide
circulation of about 20,000,
said that from his investiga
tion of the saucers "I'm in
clined to go along with Mr
Arnold and put them in an
atmospheric origin Inter
planetary would be the last
place I would describe as
their origin "

But Palmer added that
I don't thmk anyone can

tell from observation what
they are. My opinion might
go both ways Possibly they
are some form of natural
living creature. It's also pos
sible they are some kind of
secret invention, though I'd
be inclined to rule that out"



O V

"THirty-four hundred years later, June

24. 1947, Kenneth Arnold, a Boise

(Idaho) businessman, flying his plane
on a business trip, sighted what ap

peared to be a string of strange aircraft

flying over Mount Rainier in Washing

ton He estimated that they were 20 to
25 miles away, were 45 to 50 feet long
and flew at 1,700 miles an hour. De
scribing them to newspapermen, he

said that they flew with a strange mo

tion, "like a saucer would if you skipped
it across water.','

The newsmen, always alert to a

catchy phrase, called them flying

saucers, although, it appears now, Ar

nold was not the first man to so de

scribe them.
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KENNETH ARNOLD, FLYING ALONG AND

MINDING HIS OWN BUSINESS. SIGHTED AN

OBJECT A BIT UNUSUAL. AND

FROM THEN UNTIL NOWA HOT

CONTROVERSY HAS BEEN RAGING.

\

Q

By M.S. PLAYER

■The air was clear and cool in the State

of Washington on Tuesday, June 24th,
1947. and Kenneth Arnold was teenng

fcJ

relaxed and unperturbed behind the con

trols of the small private plane he was

flying back to his home after a business

trip to the town of Chehahs Although he

had planned to stop briefly at the city

of Yakima on this return trip, Arnold decid

ed instead to make a sharp detour, keep

ing a lookout for a troop-carrying air

transport that, only hours before, had dis

appeared in the vicinity of snow capped

Mount Rainier

In fact, he was flying a Call Air, Idaho

"Search and Rescue" plane, and by de

touring he joined other pilots who were

likewise trying to locate the missing trans

port among the peaks and valleys of the

towering Rocky Mountain Range Flying

at about 10,000 feet, Arnold banked his

plane into a wide circle around Rainier
in order to obtain a better view of the

desolate crevasses and dead end valleys,

any one of which could hold the wreckage

of the troop carrier

The visibility was excellent, almost daz

zlingly so, and hewas scanning the horizon

when, suddenly, a bright flash entered the

corner of one eye Turning to get a full

view he saw what at first appeared to

be a row of highflying geese Then he

took a second look and counted—it wasn't

geese—it was a row of nine objects fly

ing a line formation, turning and swerving

in and out of the moumaintops'

For several minutes Arnold kept his plane

within sight of the strange phenomena

and estimated the air speed of the Un

identified Flying Objects as they swept

by the snow covered peak of Rainier

According to his estimate,theobjects were

flying in excess of one thousand miles

an hour Even more amazing than the

speed, Arnold told himself,was themanner

in which these objects could fly so dan

gerously close to the mountaintops and

still maintain a clear though somewhat

erratic course

He was equally amazed at the strange

shape of the objects They were entirely

unlike any aircraft he had ever seen To
his thinking, these unknown flying objects

resembled ordinary dinner plates They

had no wings, no ruddersoranything even

remotely resembling the apparatus nor

mally seen on conventional aircraft Later,

when he was interviewed, by newsmen,

Arnold used words like "dinner plates,

saucers," etc , to describe what he had

seen in the rarefied atmosphere above

Mount Rainier Someone, no one knows

exactly who, used the term "inverted tea

saucer" and then someone else called it

a "flying saucer " Thus, what could be

one of the most remarkable engineering

achievements of all time was labelled after

a common household article—a saucer

In continuing our study of Unidentified

Flying Objects, we feel it appropriate to

recall Kenneth Arnold's confrontation with

UFOs in the air over Mount Rainier

Tuesday, June 24th, 1947, may yet be

come one of the most important dates

in American history—the birthday of Fly

ing Saucers, UFOs, or whatever you wish

to call them—and a mystery that still

challenges the governments of the world

As most of us know, the United States
Air Force is no longer chasing Flying

Saucers although it is charged with the

responsibility for investigating any alien,

or otherwise unknown aircraft flights over

the continental limits of the USA It
has closed the book on its 21-year old

UFO investigation, known as Project Blue-

book In fact, the U S Air Force long ago

reached the conclusion that there is little

evidence for the theory that Flying Saucers

were spaceships from other worlds But

the long investigation did turn up some

known facts, as set forth in the final

report issued by an investigative body

at the University of Colorado
Since the latter part of 1947, just

after Ken Arnold made his sighting over

Rainier, the Air Force has received more

than 12,000 reports of UFOs in the skies

above the 50 states In analyzing these

reports, all part of a $540,000 research

project at the University of Colorado, it

was determined that 702 sightings were

"unexplainable" and therefore could not

be classified under such "explainable"

categories as conventional aircraft, bal

loons, satellites, astronomical phenomena,

hoaxes, hallucinations, helicopters and

other so-called "legitimate" causes
Among the scientists insisting that all

UFO records be placed in safekeeping for

future study, there is one who is stead

fast in his determination to achieve this

goal He is Dr Joseph Allen Hynek, a

renowned astronomer at Northwestern

University, and the Air Force's former

civilian UFO consultant to Project Blue
book Dr Hynek, who has been associated

with UFO investigations since 1948, claims

some of the punched summary cards,

used during the Air Force investigation,

have alreadybeen destroyed This, he says,

is unfortunate and other scientists, in

eluding Professor Thorton Page of Wes
leyan University, have joined him in urging

the preservation of all UFO records while,

at the same time, lifting any secrecywhicn

now hides such records from the general

public Hynek insists that secret sections

of these UFO records contain many "hard

core" cases in which the observer was

mentally stable and did not confuse what
he saw with natural phenomena The

preservation of such records, it would
seem, should be the very least the Amer

ican taxpayer could expect in return for
a project which has cost our government

i
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Upper left: Kenneth Arnold, early flying
saucer spotter, on a barn-storming trip

during the time he was running for Con
gress. Lower left- photo of a flying saucer
spotted over Rio De Janiero in 1952,

and to the right, another "Good and un

explained" photograph by the son of a

noted Southern doctor near their home
in the southeastern United States. Lower

Right- Ken Arnold Top Right- Sketch of
one of the objects Arnold saw in his
flight over Washington.

perhaps millions of dollars over a 21-

year span

Except for short periods of time when

UFO reports are scarce here in the USA,

flying saucer sightings continue in all parts

of the world They are still a global mys

tery and will remain so unless the govern

ments of the world unite their efforts

in a scientific investigation that would—

once and for all—solve the problem for

Earth's anxious population Clearly, the

time has come for the UFO problem to

be analyzed thoughtfully and carefully,

its grave consequences weighed and as

sessed, and placed on the agenda of the

United Nations Committee on the Peace

ful Uses of Outer Space

Why7

The reasons are obvious If international

laws and treaties are to be taken serious

ly, then UFOs are violating and endanger

ing the air sovereignty and natural ter

ritories of virtually every nation on Earth

Moreover, the matter should be brought

up as an item of urgency on the U N

Security Council agenda for surely the

security of Earth has priority over all

other scientific studies

The U S Air Force will continue to

process inquiries seeking information

about UFOs, although it recommends that

anyone observing a flying saucer should

refer his report to a responsible member

of the scientific community or to the local

Air Force base And if a person feels

endangered by a supposed UFO, the Air

Force suggests that he might consult his

local police department, or a psychiatrist

EDITOR'S NOTE, The above listed photo
graphs are presented only to inform our

readers of the extent of such "good and

unexplained photos", and although the

editors of MAN TO MAN consider such

to be genuine, we do not present them

as evidence but as a matter of record

of their existence It can also be reported

that "sightings" come in daily from all

over the world substantiatingthe existence

of UFOS In view of its global proportions

and the infinity of reports, it is obvious

that there is "something" we do not

understand It is a phenomena that should

be better understood by Americans and

others around the world, and better re

searched in order to discover the true

facts about what may well be the most

important discovery of all times 0
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Saucer Sightings. Unidentified

flying objects first soared into the
news in this country on June 24,

1947, when Kenneth Arnold, an

Idaho businessman flying his private

plane near Mount Rainier in Wash

ington, saw nine disc-like objects

skimming along at high speed and

in an unconventional manner "as a

saucer would if you skipped it across

the water." A newspaperman who

interviewed Arnold coined the term

"flying saucer," and within a month

UFOs had been reported in every

state in the Union.



On a day in June '1947, a man at
Chehalis, Wash., had just finished
installing fire fighting apparatus for
Central Air Service. He was talking to a

pilot about the possible location of a lost,

C-46 Marine transport plane which had

gone down in the mountains. He decided

to look for it and be the one to get the

$5,000 reward for its recovery. It was on

that flight that Kenneth Arnold, a

commercial pilot who had flown more

than 4,000 hours in the Cascade

Mountains, would claim to have seen the

"flying saucers."
While he,was making this search

approximately 9,200 feet over Mineral,

Wash, he said he saw a tremendously

bright flash light the sky He said he was

afraid he would collide with another

aircraft, so he spent the next minute

searching the sky to determine where
the flash had originated

Then the flash occurred again, and
he observed a formation of bright
objects to the north about 100 miles

distant, coming from the vicinity of Mt.

Baker and flying very close to the

mountaintops At first he thought it was

a formation of jets There were nine of

them flying diagonally in an echelon

formation with a larger gap in their

echelon between the first four and the

last five
"What startled me most at this

point was the fact that I could not find
any tails on them," Arnold said in a 1955

interview with Ray Palmer, editor of

"Flying Saucer." I felt sure that, being

jets, they had tails, but figured they

must be camouflaged in some way so
that my eyesight could not perceive

them I knew the Air Force was very

artful in the .knowledge and' use of
camouflage" ,

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllinilllinilllllllllll

"What I saw over the Cascades in

the State of Washington, as impossible
as it may seem, is fact. I never asked,

wanted, nor expected any notoriety for

accidentally being in the right spot at

the right time to observe that chain of

nine mysterious objects. I reported

something that any pilot would have

reported. By no. stretch of the

imagination can I classify my

observations in the categories of

illusion, hallucination, apparition or

vision." Kenneth Arnold, Feb. 10, 1952,

on objects he said he saw June 24,1947.

luinnnimniiiiniiioiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Arnold said the formation was
backward from that practiced by the Air
Force, the elevation of the first plane

was greater than that of the last
"Their flight was like speedboats or

similar to the tail of a Chinese kite

The quotation that stuck with the
newsmen, however, was ". they flew
like a saucer would if you skipped it .
across the water " I

. .. Flying.saucers wercborn._- _.._ «J
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Flying, Saucers
Kenneth Arnold was flying his plane

between the towns of Chehalis and Yaki-

ma in Washington state.

As the plane passed over the Cascade

Mountains, Arnold spotted something in

the air ahead. As he flew closer, he could

see nine shiny objects weaving back and

forth through the sky. At times, he said,

they moved at speeds up to 1,700 miles an

hour.

Arnold told what he saw to the Civil

Aeronautics Administration. He called

them "flying saucers." The agency

didn't believe Arnold's report. A spokes

man said he doubted "anything would be

flying that fast."

The day was June 24,1947.

Soon after Arnold's report, people all

over the United States began spotting un-

Saw 'First' UFO — Kenneth Ar

nold, a retired businessman from

Meridian, Idaho, shows the drawing

he made after seeing nine objects

flying through the sky near Mount

Ranier in Washington state on June

24,1947.

identified flying objects (UFOs). The

term "flying saucers" became commonly

used.

"They seemed to be alive in the cen

ter..." Arnold said at the time. "I know it

sounds strange."

Arnold does not like to appear in publ

ic. But last Friday he made a speech in

Tj boforo .tn international confer

identified flying objects (UFOs). The

term "flying saucers" became commonly

used.

"They seemed tp be alive in the cen

ter..." Arnold said at the time. "I know it

sounds strange."

Arnold does not like to appear in publ

ic. But last Friday he made a speech in

Chicago before an. international confer

ence on UFOs. -

"No, I have never claimed to have seen

little men in (the UFOs). Others have,

not me," Arnold said.

The New Age Foundation is a group

that believes in UFOs. The group is plan

ning a celebration of the 30th anniversary

of Arnold's sighting. •

Recent surveys have shown that over

half of all the people in the United States

believe in UFOs. Another survey shows

that about 15 million Americans believe

they have seen them.

The U.S. Air Force began a program

several years ago called "Project Blue

Book." Through the project, the Air

Force investigated thousands of UFO re

ports. Most of the sightings turned out to

be airplanes or" weather balloons. But the

Air Force says some of the reports can

not be explained. y

Green Bay (Wis.) Press-Gazette

S unday, June 26, 1977

Arnold says people have been seeing

UFOs for thousands of years. He says he

has found 100-year-old drawings that look

exactly like the UFOs he saw in 1947.

Since the first report, Arnold says he

has seen UFOs six more times. He says

he even took movies of two objects that

flew .under his plane near Mount Lassen

in California.
• • *

Many people in Northeastern Wiscon

sin have reported seeing unidentified

flying objects.

Last March, several persons in Door

County reported seeing objects near Bai

ley's Harbor and Sister Bay. ; '

In 1972, an 11-year-old boy living near

Shawano was taken to a doctor because

he said his eyes hurt. The doctor found

' that the boy's eyes had been strained

from staring at a bright light. The boy

said the light from-a UFO had hurt his

eyes.
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The man who started the worldwide

UFO controversy 28 years ago says he

is more convinced than ever that he saw

something real

Kenneth Arnold, now 60 and wary of

the press, says he also is convinced that

UFOs remain the most important

unsolved scientific riddle of the time

"These things have never really been

investigated," Arnold said in a tele

phone conversation from his home in

Idaho — the first in 10 years with a

reporter, he said

He expressed little respect for the

so-called Condon report on UFOs con

ducted for the U S Air Force at the

University of Colorado and published in

1969

"Flying saucer is even a misnomer, of

sorts," said Arnold "Most of these

objects are raffe-shaped — they look

something like the axes that were used

to behead people back in the middle

ages" ' ' '
Arnold said he saw UFOs on five

occasions after the 1947 report and that

his own personal theory is that UFOs

are not spacecraft but living organisms

"It's the way they move," said

Arnold "It's more like something alive

than a mechanical craft The Air Force

never released the best pictures of these

things They have a spot in the middle

that pulsates like a heart "

Arnold added, "How does a living

organism do what UFOs do9 I don't

know I have no answers It's a mys

,tery It's a mystery why the grass

grows It's a mystery how Christ

walked on the water

' "But I'm not bringing religion into

this I'm not a religious man, in the

conventional sense " ^

Arnold expressed concern that a con

densation of his views, unaccompanied

by an extensive background on the sub

ject, would make him "sound like a

crackpot" He said he preferred to write

out answers to written questions \

"I-got into this thing by accident, and. '

I've been bugged about it for 30 years,"

Arnold said "I have never tried to ex- \

ploit this subject, and I don't want to be i

exploited" > • \
t
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It has been 10 years since a

3oise, Idaho, business man, fly

ing alone in his private plane,

saw mysterious objects playing

around Mt. Rainier.

After Kenneth Arnold came

down to earth on that now his

toric June 24, 1947, he made a

report that was to reverberate

around ,the world. He told inves

tigators he had seen not one, but

nine, of the things, and in his

report he gave them a name that

would stick.

"I could see their outline quite

plainly against the snow as they

approached the mountain," Arnold

sr.id. "They flew very close to the

mountain top ... like geese in

a diagonal chain-like line, as if

they were linked together ... a

chain of saucer-like things at

least five miles long, swerving in

and out of the high mountain

peaks "
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o,'NLY A FEW wispy clouds floated in the
blue Western Washington sky as Kenneth Ar

nold, a 32-year-old Boise, Idaho, businessman,

piloted his two-seater airplane from Chehalis to

YaWma June 24,1947.

Because of the ideal condMons, Arnold

thoughrii«£d look for a Marine Corps airplane
downed in uRMqcinity of Mount Rainier the pre
vious winter. He saw it, almost 50 miles away,
reflecting "almost blinding" flashes of sunshine.

About 25 miles west of the mountain, Arnold
suddenly saw nine shiny, pulsating objects—

■each as big as a DC-4: passenger airplane, racing
■©wer the Cascades with a peculiar weaving mo

te "like the tail of a kite." He estimated their
speed at 1,200 miles an hour, and said they ap-
jteagfed to be threading their way through the
higher peaks. %. '

v When he landed, Arnold reported seeing the
atrange objects. The press immediately picked

tip the story.
V few days later, a Portland, Ore., United

Reporter interviewed Arnold and coined
"flying saucier" to describe fltemyste-

rious^nidenttfied flying objects. ,- , ,
HroA-weire to beeoifte a-pag|;.«f Stir
jr. although Amoid sw«are te^tnis dayi

thaty*ihey"ao tot accurately describe" what he
:mi ■■■•■•■''•■• f

If you had spotted

the first

Prom Tacoma — two patrol-car officers

chased a "red-and-silver-colored fleet of flying
saucers" early one morning.

From Tukwila — a woman and her 15-year-

old son saw bright-colored disks shooting
through the sky.

From Seattle—a union president said he and
his wife spotted a disk from a dock on Green

Lake; two 13-year-olds saw disks flying at 500
miles an hour.

"Me too!" said a tulip-farm operator near

Woodland, a forest lookout near White Salmon,
a deputy sheriff in Mount Vernon, a housewife in
Bellingham.

NOT SO, said others. Weather balloons. Opti
cal illusions. Clouds. The vapor trail of a jet
ilfecraft.

s^q Everett foundry worker said, tongue-in-

cbeefe "they're the aluminum centers of beer*
frijM* caps,*/ ... .... ■ .. .

A $eatfj| man said he chased one of four
"floating disks" above the Lake Washington
Ship Canal, "and % turned out *a te a pag*

' A Seattle resident said such objects were
among the unexplained mysteries of air fighting
in Europe during the Second World War.

By July 19, Arnold said he felt vindicated.
"Everybody can't be 'seeing things,'" he

said. "Even if only 1 per cent of the reports are
accurate there's something very unusual going

on." He noted that a United Air Lines pilot—
"certainly no kook"—had. also seen flying
objects.

Arnold said he would continue to fly and arm
himself with a movie camera so he could get a
photograph and "shove it down the throats of
those stiff-necked doubters." He deplored softie
of the "frivolous reactions, such as ladies wear
ing hats called 'flying saucers-.'"

* * *

WHAT KENNETH,ABNOLD touched off is
still with 118 today, mysterious a^ever. ^^Jelft
tens 0t thousands of re|ttt^'usightmgs"
ISfcli ^

be handbills released froWat _
But die sightings increased in nur™

of new ones every day. Within two weeks <

g $
the_majority of ^

a hard core

Arnold is fT mm, a solid businessman in flie

flre^ontrol and mineral fields, a respected man
in his community.

fle



S^o^dTvfWlSnrtr^'dft^ the myste-
rieasunide|tifted flying objects. >A

wtrds were to become a »rt of oar

tUTnGu O*»w W^

f|rt of

not accurately describe what fee

KENNETH ARNOLD da that warm summer

day touched off a frenzy of sightings fliat was to
spread across Ifce United States and eventually

*¥tXSi*<** ^ the Civil
the Air Force and
debunk * ihtooSwas» debunk *«^ightogs Ttepub

Hc's reaction was to scan the skies in hopes of

^^S^T'^& -I rather

?^Athat
meftffSfSSt a,V-2 rocket. ^ich travels
3,500 miles an hour — and that's too fast to be

UicChord Air Force Base: "We've seen noth
ing unusual on our radar screens.

Arnold took to his home dnd waited put the
storm. Letters poured in. The telephone jangled
Constantly Friends and neighbors gave him

\£5tog[grins: Too bad about old Ken; really a

^ffi Apoldlashed out. He was tired he
said, of being portrayed as some kind of a nut
-Wny, he asked, didn't the F. B. I. or the Air
Force contact him personally about his sightings
taSd of doing all their talking to the news

^KI were running the country," he said,
"and someone reported something unusual, I d
certainly want to know more about it.

HARDLY HAD Arnold spoken than he began
to receive substantiations for his sightings. Just a

few at first, then a flood of them.
Others in the Puget Sound area said they, too,

had seen the mysterious objects. K».i»K*
From Olympia - a state official saw bright

obiects "going like the devil."
Fromlremerton - a mother and her young

son saw two objects, "very shiny, that seemed to
be fluttering in the wind."

saw

Ship Canal, and it

from a newspaper5*';..
to IJfcWvflkM&Jhe whole towa

Be foaadkais Eeleased froifi an —r
' But tile sightings increased fij&j

<£ new ones every day. 'Within &
initial story, 39 states had "sauc^t^

Salt like City. Kingsport, Teafc Boston,
Mass, Seaside, Ore. . ""■ _ _
A P-38 pilot from Los Angeles, flyb«

feet over Montana, said a flying disk go
in his propeller wash and spirafed to ea*«J?
two pieces. It was, he said, a clam-shapedobject
wi& a plexiglas dome and no visible pilot-

Search crews failed to find it.
In early July, the 116th Fighter Squadron,

Washington National Guard, based in Spokane,
Jent fa search of flying disks reported by a
hoasewife near St. Maries, Idaho.
m&t P-51 pursuit planes and three A-26

bombers, carrying Air Force camera crews, pa-

ABegafwStSde said she'd seen the disks
many times before leaving Belgium.

Kenneth ArnoM «n 1966 with a
drawing of a 'flying saucer.'

_| sightings by .

undoubted integrity that thus far have defied the
fg»<rfWfttaratcamea. v - - '—;^r

' : Arnold is 57 now, a solid businessiriaK-In
pe^enjroi aod mineral fields, a respected

"I didn't mean to start any big, fatargument.
I just reported what I had observed. Wh*tt am
argument developed, I just tried to defend my
sanity. Although I was the first pilot to mm
sighting these flying objects (he carefully avoid*
the word 'saucer'), it now is obvious that thaw
phenomena have bugged the public for centu

ries
♦TThe British Admiralty reported similar phe

nomena being sighted at sea back in the lew
Century, So this thing is at least 400 yean <»»
Their drawings, too, are almost identical to wnat
I and other pilots have seen."

Arnold said that while he has seen similar
phenomena on at least four separate occasions
since that historic day in 1947, some major air
line pilots have told him of making as many as

35 separate sightings. -

ARNOLD DID not court fame or money fol
lowing his sighting. He refused aH requestsjo
atmear on network TV for fancy fees, He m
mfe a book, "The Coming of the Saucers, .but
it was not a money-maker and he says he did it,
only to set down a historical record. The use of:
the word "saucer" in the title, he said, was only
for identification purposes. .^^

Arnold said he has since gotten 16-milhmeter
Aiovies of the objects, which sometimes differ in
Iharacter and size but generally are crescent or
half-moon shaped, with a slight pollywog tajl and
a pulsating action in the center, '.whicfr1 p?e-
spme is their power unit." He added that his
first impression that they were silvery and re
flected the sun was not quite accurate. He now
believes the "pulsating something" inside gives
them terrific brightness one minute, a softer

^Arnold^ncluded: "What they are, where
they come from is as much a mystery today as

ever **
On that there is virtually unanimous

meat
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